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Dear fellow PPA members,
As I write I am 39,000 feet above sea level,
on a British Airways flight bound for Boston.
Happily the threatened BA strike did not
affect my planned attendance at an important
conference - the World Cornea Congress,
which takes place only once every five years.
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Through working with the school, I have
renewed my love for our alma mater. Prior Park
College has moved with the times compared
with the seventies, but when you meet the
current students and hear them talk amongst
themselves, you realise that the same Prior Park
spirit lives on. I have been privileged to get to
know Dr Giles Mercer, the previous Headmaster
and a very wise man. It is an equal honour to
have worked with James Murphy-O’Connor
as new Headmaster for the last year.

Q: Why did you want to be a Head?

It is a source of pride to be handing the PPA
Presidency on to another former pupil for whom
Prior Park also holds a very special place in his
heart. Simon was a student at Prior from 196470 and he has kept in close contact with friends
from his era. His connection with Prior has
deep roots since Simon’s father attended PPC
from 1926-32; the family lived in Midford and
all their significant family services were held in
the College Chapel. Simon now lives in Oxford
and is Director of Campaigns for The British
Dental Health Foundation, travelling widely
with his work. He will bring much professional
expertise to the PPA as well as his easy ability
to communicate with people of all ages; I am
confident that his will be a very successful
Presidency for the Association.

Q: What drew you to Prior Park?

It is coincidence that I was installed as PPA
President five years ago by Peter Hilton, who
continues diligently to serve the Association as
Membership Secretary. My term of office will come
to an end later this year, when I will hand the torch The last year has been busy with several year
over to Simon Howell (more about Simon later).
group reunions taking place at Prior and
elsewhere. My own peers from the Class of ’79
celebrated our 30th anniversary with a nostalgic
weekend in Bath. The new format Dinner held
at the College in October proved very popular,
with our intrepid guest, Prior parent and
household name, David Hempleman-Adams.
For the 2010 PPA Dinner we are honoured
The five years have flown by. I have
to have as our guest speaker His Eminence,
enjoyed every meeting and event,
Cardinal Cormac Murphy-O’Connor,
Archbishop Emeritus of Westminster. Cormac
and I will treasure the experience
was a student at Prior together with his four
(including well over 3000 emails!)
brothers and is Uncle to the Headmaster, James.

and the friendships forged for the
rest of my life.

Q

I hope to see as many of you as possible at
this year’s PPA events, especially at the Annual
Dinner where I shall hand over my chain of
office to Simon. I have found my Presidency
a very rewarding experience, and am confident
that Simon will find equal enjoyment during his
term. Long live Prior Park! Long live the PPA!

A: From a young age, I have always enjoyed the
challenge of leading and I have been fortunate
in my career to have worked under some outstanding
Headmasters who have inspired me. The post
at Prior is a very exciting opportunity as I have
high hopes for the continuing development of
the College as a first class school. However it
is very important to me to carry on teaching
alongside my other responsibilities.

Firstly, a warm welcome to Prior Park College
from all its former pupils and staff – we hope
you and your family will be very happy here.
At the end of your second term in post and
with your feet firmly under the desk, we
wanted to ask you some questions by way
of introduction to the PPA...

A: The College has a very good reputation in the
South West, a strong 200 year history and it
is well-known that my father and uncles are
all old boys. I also believe that I have the
relevant experience from my first Headship
to serve the College well over the coming years.
Q: Who is your favourite author? And what
are you reading at the moment?

A: I have two favourite authors: F. Scott Fitzgerald
and Thomas Hardy. I am also a big fan of the
poetry of Hardy and Yeats. Recently I have
been enjoying novels by Graham Swift and
A: I had a very happy time at St. Benedict’s School,
Ian McEwan.
Ealing, before going up to Oxford University to
read History at one of the Permanent Private
Q: How do you balance the demands of the
Halls (which meant living in a small Catholic
job with a young family?
community). Here I learned from the Professors
and Fellows the true value of loving my subject. A: It is not always easy! My work ethos is that
I went on to complete my PGCE at Cambridge
during term time I am at the complete service
– a truly rewarding year.
of the College and it helps that Ali, my wife,
agrees! Of course there are occasions when we
Q: Who or what inspired you to go into teaching?
can be together; we enjoy attending Sunday
Mass at the College and it is wonderful to have
A: I come from a family with a long tradition of
all four of our children within the The Prior
entering vocational careers (albeit mainly the
Foundation, Emily 15, Joseph 14 are at the
priesthood and medicine) plus I was fortunate
College and Sophie 10, Benjy six, go to The
to have exceptional school teachers. Also many
Paragon since I can attend their concerts and
friends advised me to come into teaching,
matches! The real ‘balance’ is the holidays;
including my then girlfriend (now my wife!)
we have a cottage on the West Coast of Ireland
Ali. I knew I had found my vocation on a
where we can go and relax - we all like walking
train journey home from the City of London
and being by (and in) the sea! My hobbies
one evening when I shared a carriage with a
happily coincide with what I do; history,
group of school pupils, full with curiosity and
education and sport so I can pursue these
enthusiasm following their trip to the Tower
in my daily life!
of London. Their young teacher’s job was the
one I wanted!
Q: What was your own experience of school
and university?

with Headmaster
James Murphy-O’Connor

Q: Is there one particular song or piece of music
that means a lot to you?
A: This is very difficult to answer because I love
music and have such an eclectic taste ranging
from classical to musicals to pop! I am fond
of Greig, Elgar and Holst, but also like rock
music... but the less said about that the better!
Q: Please tell us about your educational
philosophy.... does faith play an important
role in education today?
A: I believe that all pupils should be encouraged
to fulfil their potential in a safe but exciting
environment, where teachers act as inspirational
role models so that students leave school with a
life-long thirst for knowledge. Young people need
to be encouraged to develop a set of core beliefs
and principles which will help them throughout
life (in this faith plays a crucial part) – and to
acquire the personal and intellectual skills to
cope with change in all aspects of their lives.
Q: What is your vision for Prior Park College?
A: The recent ‘Good Schools Guide’ report reflected the
essence of my vision saying that Prior Park is a
school ‘unusually successful at nurturing, encouraging
and stimulating its pupils’. At the same time I want
the College to embrace change, and in particular
some of the new educational initiatives, so we can
place ourselves at the vanguard of innovation and
creativity. My aim is to be instrumental in
constructing an exciting, challenging curriculum
for the College. At the same time we must develop
the facilities - especially sport, music and arts spaces.
Q: How do you see the relationship between former
pupils and staff and the College developing?
A: It is vital for the PPA to be actively involved in
the future of the College. Our understanding of
the past is crucial in itself, but I see a critical role
in linking how the College presents itself now with
Prior’s history. I would welcome the setting up
of a Foundation Office as part of the Admissions
and Marketing Department so our former students
can help by investing in our future development
and by forging strong links with our current
students, advising on university choices and
career aspirations
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ake Pride in Prior Park’s People
In Conversation with Bill Vidal
For nearly a decade former pupil Bill Vidal
has been relishing the leisurely pace of Kent
life while pursuing his passion for flying
aeroplanes and enjoying a late flowering
career as a successful novelist.
He came to Prior Park in 1958 from Cardinal
Newman College – the Christian Brothers’
School in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Bill remained
at Prior until 1962, leaving with a ‘clutch of
O and A Levels’ to study electrical engineering.
‘It was what my parents expected, but I was
neither suited nor interested in science’ said
Bill, ‘but mercifully, my teachers concurred
and eventually showed me the door.’
In 1964 Bill joined a London publishing
company just as it was acquired by Robert
Maxwell and landed a job with Pergamon
Press in the Far East. Four years later Bill’s boss
left Pergamon to set up an international sales
consultancy in Hong Kong and took Bill with
him. ‘The next few years were exhilarating,’ Bill
takes up the story, ‘I was young and overpaid –
I had the time of my life!’ The business grew
fast and Bill was moved to Latin America, then
to the States and in 1973 to the Middle East
at the start of the oil-boom.
It was while in Dubai that Bill married Vivienne
and in 1976 their twin children, William and
Victoria, were born. It was also there that Bill
launched his own company, moving back to
London in 1979 and setting up his office in the
West End where it would remain for the next
22 years. ‘Entrepreneurial life in a small business
is full of up and downs,’ Bill sums up those
years. ‘It was nevertheless a fascinating business
involving all manner of trade from agri-produce
to medical supplies and travelling the world’. But
by 2001 Bill had had enough of non-stop travel
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and commerce in general. It was at this point that
he and Vivienne made the move to Kent and Bill
started playing with aeroplanes again and putting
some serious effort into writing.
By the time he settled in Kent, Bill had gained
a London University First in Spanish and Latin
American Studies - which he regards as invaluable
to his writing. The course at Birkbeck was mostly
literature, and taught him to understand the
novel and its possibilities in ways he says he
would never have fathomed on his own – ‘the
academic training made the difference for me’.
He recommends that anyone inclined towards
writing reads English at university, or finds
a creative writing course and joins a local
writers’ group. However Bill admits to lacking
both discipline and method in his own approach
to writing - sometimes he will write for ten
hours in one go, other times he will abandon
the computer for days as he mulls the story
over and over in his head.
Once he had finished work on The Clayton
Account – set amid the illegal drugs trade Bill submitted the ubiquitous synopsis and
sample chapters to publishers and agents. He
then received the usual pile of rejection letters.
There followed a lengthy false start with a highly
enthused Scottish publisher who spent three
years postponing publication, citing adverse
market conditions and even asking Bill for
financial support! Luckily this cloud did have
a silver lining since the manuscript subsequently
landed in the hands of a Random House editor
who took to it immediately. First published
in 2008, German, Hungarian, Latvian and
Bulgarian editions of The Clayton Account
soon followed and a Russian translation is
due out shortly.

full of double agents and double dealing’ is
due out on 1st July 2010 and his next book
is already underway. He continues to write
a regular feature for Today’s Pilot magazine,
‘Going Places’ which focuses on the attractions
of individual European destinations and includes
technical information of interest to pilots.

Bill advises other first time writers
to persevere because someone,
somewhere, will eventually read
their manuscript.

The Writer’s Handbook gives useful advice
on what each publisher wants and says Bill,
‘you need to be prepared to have your work
returned unread’.
Bill and Vivienne are looking forward to attending
the 50-year class reunion at Prior in June. He
has a few spare copies of The Clayton Account
available ‘just for the asking’!
www.billvidal.com

Bill’s new novel, The Aztec, described by
Waterstones as ‘a gripping international thriller
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Take Pride in Prior Park’s People
Celebrating Seven Years on the Board of Governors non-sabbatical post more time-consuming
than she could have imagined! Hannah has
Former pupil Andy Owen, who left Prior in
two Vice Presidents working with her and
1957, has served on the Board of Governors
they have meetings on a daily basis to try and
of Prior Park Educational Trust for seven years,
ensure sporting life at Liverpool continues to be
stepping down in March 2010 at the end of his
rewarding for all students involved. It is fulfilling
term. Always generous with his time, Andy
of course since every day brings a new challenge
has in recent years been instrumental in the
and it is proving to be a great life experience.
establishment of the fund-raising campaign
h.forshaw@student.liverpool.ac.uk
which enabled the renovation of the swimming
190 miles on foot for The Teenage Cancer Trust
pool and the construction of the Mackintosh
extension to the Theatre at the College. He has
Former pupil Harry Elias left Prior in 2003
been very supportive too of Cricklade during
and has already undertaken various arduous
an exciting phase in its development which
walks to raise money for charity (back in 2007
has seen the introduction of its own pre-prep
he walked 230 miles and raised £3,000 for
department. Andy continues to serve on the
Cancer Research UK).
PPA Committee as Treasurer
Hannah Forshaw elected President
of Liverpool University Athletics Union
Hannah Forshaw left Prior in 2006 to read
English at Liverpool University. Next year
she embarks on a Masters in Contemporary
Literature and has just won a prestigious
university election.
Even for Hannah, an accomplished sportswoman
at Prior, the amount of sporting talent that
migrated to Liverpool University at the same
time as her made the Freshers’ Fair a daunting
experience, as many girls had county or even
national experience in hockey and netball.
Hannah’s attention was caught however by
a sport in which she had no experience – lacrosse.
It was a friendly and supportive club and Hannah
made rapid progress, winning the prize for most
improved female beginner. She then took on
the role of captain and coach for the university
mixed team and later was awarded Club Captain
of the Year when she took over as President of
the entire Lacrosse Club.

This summer, Harry is planning to tackle the
South West Coastal Path, covering 190 miles
from Newquay to Minehead, allowing no more
than 13 days to complete the distance. Walking
together with five companions, the group will
set out on 28th June 2010, camping along the
way and carrying all their kit with them. Harry’s
admirable ambition is to raise £5,000 for The
Teenage Cancer Trust, a charity who provide
such wonderful support for young people
affected by cancer.
Harry would be thrilled to have the support
of the community of former pupils of Prior
– so please, if you would like to help him
achieve his target, log on to his account on
the Just Giving website: www.justgiving.com/
newquaytomineheadcoastalwalk or you can
get in touch with Harry direct by email on
vamate99@hotmail.com Thank you!
Tomorrow’s doctor raises money
for The Kenyan Orphan Project

In deciding to stay on for a further year’s
study, Hannah couldn’t envisage a life without
involvement in university sport since it had
proved such a vibrant part of her student
(and general life) experience. She stood for
President of the Athletic Union – and won!

Currently in her fourth year studying Medicine
at Manchester University, Lucia Magee (ex PPC
06) is planning to spend two weeks in Kenya this
August, volunteering for The Kenyan Orphan
Project (KOP). The charity was first set up by
three medical students in 2001 with the aim
to fight poverty, disease and social exclusion.

Already in post, even before she had completed
her finals, Hannah is finding this unpaid,

Lucia will be working with one of the projects
that KOP supports - the HOVIC (Hope for
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Victorian Children) Centre in Kisumu which
offers nutritious meals, educational development,
help, support, advice, medical care and a night
shelter for street children – plus educational
funding at primary, secondary and vocational
level. Lucia’s role will involve helping at the
feeding centre, teaching, assisting with building
projects and observing hospital practice.
Before the trip Lucia must raise a £750
contribution to ensure the centre can continue
to provide these crucial services for vulnerable
children. She is busy supermarket bag packing,
having bake sales and holding raffles, but
would welcome support from the Prior Park
network. Lucia would be more than grateful
for any donation, no matter how small via
the Just Giving website: www.justgiving.com/
luciaskopfundraising and she would be happy
to answer any questions about her trip or the
charity on luciamagee@hotmail.co.uk
Former Pupil Becomes School Governor
We are delighted to announce that former
pupil Tony Bury (PPC 64-70) has been
appointed to the Board of Governors of
Prior Park Educational Trust with effect
from March 2010. He will also continue
to sit on the PPA Committee.
A self styled ‘serial entrepreneur’ Tony has
focussed his attention on the Middle East
and in particular the Middle East Energy
Industry. In 2009 he successfully sold the
market intelligence business and orchestrated
a vendor inspired management buyout of the
Business Development and Advisory business,
but still maintains a portfolio of equity and
management shareholdings of operating
companies in the Middle East. Aiming to
create sustainable opportunities in the
world’s poorest communities and leadership
development through mentoring, Tony
established The Mowgli Foundation
(www.mowgli.org.uk) in 2008. Although
Tony travels frequently, home is in Dorset
with his wife Ann and they have one daughter
Kathleen tonybury@contaxgroup.com

Year of 1949

diamond

Reunion

On Saturday 5th September 2009 we marked
the not insignificant milestone of 60 years since
leaving Prior Park College. For some, including
myself, our reunion marked exactly 60 years, and
for others a little more or a little less. (Anybody
reading this whose years at Prior fall roughly into
this category and for whom I did not send an
invitation, my apologies, and please let me have
your name and address for the next time!)
We were delighted to have with us: Michael
and Audrey Hamerton, Fergus Lyons, Canon
Brian Murphy-O’Connor, John & Jean Sylvester,
Lt-Com Brian Smith RN Ret., Michael and
Patricia Corrigan, David and Ann Corrigan,
Tony and Celia Lacey, Peter and Patsy Battle,
Mel Tuck and daughter Anita, Barrie and Joy
Tuck, Brian Auty, Alan Seccombe, Bill and Jill
Drake, Peter Packwood and Margaret Pramble,
Gerald Walker and myself, Rae Carter and my
wife, Paulette. Several who might have come
this time were unfortunately ill or away – Dick
Buckley, David Hayes, Terry Folkes, Peter
Lambert, John Stevens, Rex Anstis, Billy Roche,
Jimmy Abbott, David Whittaker, John Dunbar,
Michael Brooks (who sadly died in October
2009), Peter Cunningham Davis and Bernard
Kelly. Very sadly some who had attended our
Golden Reunion in 1999 have subsequently
passed away; we missed them greatly –
Archbishop John Aloysius Ward, Fr Tony
Potter, Fr Hugh McKenna, Dr John Mason,
Dr Paul Mullen, Francis Kelly, Alan Zammit,
Mary and Sidney Ash and Bro M A Connolly.

Late in the afternoon we assembled
in the Mansion where a display of our
old school photos and memorabilia
evoked long-forgotten memories!

Rae Carter

We were treated to an excellent tour of the
College with the delightful Headboy and
Headgirl, Freddie Searight and Hannah Eyre.
Revived by a bracing Pimms, we adjourned to
the Old Brothers’ Chapel (now known as the
John Wood Chapel) for a wonderful concert of
vocalists and instrumentalists organised by the
Director of Music, Mr Roland Robertson. Then
it was up to the Academy Hall for a superb five
course dinner with wines – our menu pamphlet
included a picture of Brother Burke with the
caption “Feet, feet, feet!” his familiar cry from
the rugby touchline, plus a reproduction of
Gerald Walker’s uniform list which included
the requisite Peterites’ stiff ‘Eton’ collars! We
owe a debt of gratitude to Mr Trevor Phillips,
the Catering Manager, who kindly colluded
with me on the inclusion of a nostalgic ‘mystery’
course – a plate of mini pork pie and baked
beans –a rare treat at Prior! After coffee we
assembled downstairs for some photos –
although unfortunately we were without Alan
Seccombe, Canon Murphy-O’Connor and John
and Jean Stevens at this stage in the evening.
The following morning many of us attended
Sunday Mass in the school Chapel. I read the
Bidding Prayers, naming our deceased peers,
all of whom we wished to remember. At coffee,
we had a chance to meet the new Headmaster,
Mr James Murphy-O’Connor, son of Jim –
and also to meet some of the staff. We were
all impressed by the palpable vibrancy of
the College.
Several of us visited Sidney and Mary Ash’s
resting place at the Grotto of Our Lady, just
up the grassy slope from St Peter’s, where we
said a prayer. (Gerald Walker has subsequently
organised a more permanent memorial stone
for them). Finally our grateful thanks to Debbie
O’Bryan who did such a lot and fielded my
numerous queries! Without her help we would
not have had such an enjoyable weekend
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Class of
Sam Hill

Whilst battling through the foulest of November
weather en route to the Class of 99 Reunion, I can’t
have been the only one thinking this all seemed
a bit too much like hard work. Aggressively
discarding my woefully inadequate umbrella in
the nearest bin, I ran tetchily down the revamped
Southgate complex and found cover in a taxi at
the station. Ascending Ralph Allen Drive I just
couldn’t help wondering if the whole thing was
a good idea – was it just a bit too odd to go back
to a city I’d barely set foot in for ten years to meet
up with people I’d not seen or heard from since
speech day 1999? Would it work? Would we
have enough to talk about? Would it turn out
I was the only one who had lost touch with the
people with whom I shared my school days?
Would anyone else even show up?
Well, within minutes all the anxieties disappeared.
The magical ambience of the Mansion Hall
provided a warm welcome. The prompt arrival
of a host of characters that looked and sounded
essentially just the way they had been, made the
10 years evaporate. Quickly I sensed a buzz that
gave me the hunch this was to be an evening well
worth the effort. The convivial drinks reception
was attended by Dr. Trott, and Mrs Mercer (now
known as Ms Blake) who are still on the staff.
We were touched that they chose to come and
see us during an exeat weekend, one of the rare
opportunities they have to spend some time away
from the College. It was also great to see Tony
O’Sullivan, marking 10 years since his formal
retirement from Prior Park.
Down in the dining hall the catering team served
a very enjoyable three course dinner. My decision
to dispense with the tradition of previous 10 year
reunions that had a nostalgic ‘school dinners’
theme was vindicated I thought! As we switched
seats between courses and got the chance to catch
up with each other properly I learnt that there
was, unsurprisingly, a huge range of professional
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and family interests that had been discovered and
developed since leaving Prior. One thing which
struck me as being particularly impressive was the
flair for entrepreneurship amongst our year group.

More than any other ingredient, the success of
these events is determined by you making the
commitment to show up and the thing is you’ll
find it very enjoyable too!

With dinner out of the way we hot-footed it
down into town and the merriment went on well
into the night. I left for my hotel at 2am deciding
the 5.30am alarm call to make the ride back to
London for an immovable golf tee-time at 8am
was dangerously close.

The reunion was attended by; Andy Owen;
Ted Littledale; Tuki Rounds; Duncan Tyler;
Charles Birts; Jon Bone; Dan Delaney; Nick
Gosling; Sam Hill; Graham Hogg; Ed Acton;
Jamie Dawson; James House; Matt Jenkins;
George Klepp; Simon Marks; Will Moore;
James Weekley; Freya Conway; Jo Lee;
Charlotte Verrall; Charlotte Whitwell;
Natalie Street; Tess Bentall; Anne Crozier;
Josie Lynch; Christina Munn; Anna Rolls;
Natalie Timairos; Freddie Sayers; Adele Salmon
(née Anderson); Emma Couling (née Hunter);
Katie Pagett (née Waters). And later in town
by: Arthur Dyer; Ben Edwards.

For those of you who missed the event and were
hoping that this page would give you the bitesize download on who’s doing what I thought
I’d invite you to do one better – get in touch
with me and I’ll put you in contact with those
you want to catch up with. You can see the list
of attendees at the end of this article. I sensed
the potential for a proper network to develop
where a group of old friends can benefit from
the opportunity to share and build each others’
professional and social lives. At the very least I
hope that translates into another similar event for
the Class of 99 before another 10 years elapses.

If anyone has any news or just wants to
catch up please get in contact with Sam
at samhill912@hotmail.com

If you’re reading this and it is nine or
fewer years since you left Prior Park
then take it from me – respond to
the invitation to go to your 10 year
reunion when it comes along.

T h e G ossi p B owl
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Philippines
Joss Goulding & Max Hastings

In 2008 Joss Goulding and Max Hastings won a Some of the money we raised was spent taking
joint PPA award in recognition of their impressive the drop-in centre children, plus local kids on the
commitment to the charity, Mercy in Action.
charity's schooling program, to a 'Kidz Camp'
in the mountains. The local elementary school
We began preparations for our trip a year in advance, there kindly allowed us to use their facilities for
starting with fund-raising for Mercy in Action (MiA), three days and we ended up with 82 children in
a Bath-based charity working in the Philippines to all. We had a brilliant weekend with them! Lots
provide vital housing, medicine, food and schooling of games, simple bible lessons, scavenger hunting,
to the poorest of the poor. We raised money with camp fires and masses of food. The kids had an
a car-wash at school, a head-shave by Max and a
amazing time and kept asking when we could
joint 250 mile sponsored bike ride along the West do it again – exhausting but very rewarding!
Country Way from Newquay to Bristol. Together
with generous donations from the children of
St Michael’s Church in Bath, Burton House and
The PPA Gap Year Fund, we raised over £3,000.
After several months of working in Bath and
Europe, and travelling in first world countries
we arrived in Cebu in June. Initially it was a huge
shock to experience the smells, the heat, the
poverty and dirt of the Philippines. Cebu itself is
a rapidly expanding city, with modern, expensive
luxury malls just a street away from the slums.
But the slums, and particularly the children living
there, became our focus for over two months.
We spent the majority of our time at the charity's
ABBA drop-in centre for children who live on the
streets and scavenge in the huge rubbish dumps.
We taught them basic English, Maths and Science,
spent time doing arts and crafts activities, and plenty
of time singing, dancing and having fun. Most of
the kids who attend on a daily basis are either
homeless or living with their parents in total
poverty. Further problems arise from the fact that
many of the parents are drug addicts, drug dealers
or living with violent partners. While we were there,
the first group of children were sent to school,
funded by sponsors donating £15 per month, and
we allocated some of our money to buying uniforms
for them. Even when attending school, the children
would use the drop-in centre for a hot lunch and
as a place to do their homework later in the day.
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We also funded dental check-ups and
treatment for the ABBA kids; lots
of fillings and a few pulled teeth. In
addition, our money helped pay a few
doctors' bills that their parents simply
couldn't afford. On a more fun note,
we took the children out for treats,
like a trip to the swimming pool
or McDonald’s.

About one third of the money we raised was
spent building a house for a family with nine
children, in Tapul, up in the mountains. The
lifestyles and problems facing the people in Tapul
are very different from in the city - they seemed
very cut off, almost forgotten, hidden away in the
mountains. Although it seemed a simpler way of

life, it clearly wasn't any easier. We got involved
with the building project, digging and carting
buckets of gravel through extreme jungle in the
ferocious heat, enduring blisters and the threat
of poisonous snakes, while providing endless
amusement for the team of five real builders. It was
tough, but gratifying to see the family move out of
their flimsy, rotting shack into our sturdy house.
Another interesting experience was visiting a
prison. MiA representatives go there on a weekly
basis to talk with prisoners; many of the street
children have relatives in prison, some had even
spent time there themselves.
One night, Michael (head of the drop-in centre)
took us to visit the kids out on the streets. As the
children gave us a tour of the backstreets with no
one around, we began to see them in a different
way; in the day-time they are busy, loud and full
of people but in the evenings the streets are even
more depressing and intimidating. Gangs hang
out on street corners, and the children showed
us where a friend of theirs was shot dead, plus a
wooden beam where someone they knew hanged
himself. It was such a wake-up call about how
precious and vulnerable each one of those kids is.
Being out there certainly made us appreciate
the basic comforts of home that we usually take
for granted: things like running water and a
comfortable bed. We were extremely well looked
after by the MiA team, who impressed us so
much with their selfless dedication to helping
these severely disadvantaged people. It was
genuine love and care that we witnessed, and
we can all take a lesson from it. Never have we
seen more evidence of God’s work than in these
difficult situations where good still comes out
of desperation through love and charity.
For more information on the work of MiA,
visit www.mercyinaction.org.uk
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chorus of “mzungu, mzungu”, the Swahili word
for European (literally ‘person who runs around
in circles’), but the novelty soon wore off. I was
staying in one of the many guesthouses of Archbishop
Mtega and ate most meals in the Bishop’s House
along with an array of other interesting people
from across the international community.

Tanzania
A trip to
On January 16th 2009 I found myself on my
way from Mombasa, Kenya, to Songea – an
isolated town of around 120,000 close to the
Mozambique boarder.

Having lived in Kenya for most of my life I
thought, somewhat naively, that Tanzania would
be pretty similar. I brushed up on my Swahili (the
language spoken in both Kenya and Tanzania)
before leaving, but hadn’t grasped that Kenyan
Swahili is an almost completely unrecognisable
corrupted version!

Peter Scott
Peter Scott applied for the annual PPA
gap year funding award in 2008 and
successfully gained backing for his planned
trip to Tanzania. He is currently in his
first year of reading Medicine at Imperial
College London.

12
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without bartering and found myself in what can
only be described as a trashcan on wheels, with
a ticket that cost nearly twice what it should have.
The seats were not even securely attached to the
floor so that when we braked they shot forward.
I was highly dubious about my chances of
actually making it to Songea!

The journey was unsurprisingly shocking. At the
halfway point, approximately six hours in, we
halted at a police stop. The bus conductor got off
to show the papers. A few minutes passed and we
heard shouting. I looked out of the window to
see that the conductor was attempting to escape
From Mombasa I began my two-leg journey by
matatu: a minibus holding a driver, a tout and 14 the police; simultaneously the bus driver jumped
out of his window, flagged down a passing car
passengers. In Kenya this is regulated by law; in
Tanzania it is regulated by the laws of physics and and escaped towards Iringa! The conductor
the tolerance of the passengers in, on and hanging was rapidly caught and bundled into the police
car, which drove off leaving the bus and all its
out of the matatu – which can be more like 30.
Despite the bus maintaining a constant speed of passengers alone on the side of the road. I was the
110km/h, regardless of road quality or congestion, only passenger even remotely worried about the
situation. Everyone got off, found some shade
we arrived in Dar es Salaam at 10pm, five hours
late. Wandering around a huge city at night with and waited. Two hours later the police returned
only a Rough Guide for assistance it’s no wonder with the driver and we all set off again. We finally
arrived in Songea at 10.30pm. No reply from my
that my overnight accommodation resembled
a prison cell more than a hotel, but at the bargain contact meant that I found a room for the night
– at the extortionate rate of £4! Next day I set off
price of 8,000TSh (£3.50) I couldn’t complain.
to find Fr. Kevin and eventually, with my limited
At dawn the next day I made my way to the huge Swahili, discerned that he was giving mass at the
cathedral; easily found.
bus stop at Ubungo (5km outside of Dar) to
buy a ticket before the buses left at 6am. After
an hour’s trying I finally found a tout who pulled Over the next few weeks I adapted to my
surroundings and became much more at home
out a ticket, wrote a seat number and my name
in Songea. At first I walked around town to a
on it, and demanded 45,000TSh. I complied

coming months I spent many enjoyable weekends
in Hanga. The Abbey was interesting since they
grew, harvested and made everything themselves.
One weekend we made coffee by collecting the
beans and grinding them with a giant pestle and
mortar, another was banana harvest where most
of the community helped. My favourite was
when the Fathers harvested the honey from
I started work at St Joseph Primary School where the beehives – never has it tasted so sweet.
I was to teach English and Science to year five,
and Maths to year six. I had brought a few books When the school term ended I went with Caetan
to help me teach English, but Maths and Science and Fr. Ignatius, both good friends and enjoyable
were a completely different prospect.
company, to Lake Nyasa on the border between
Malawi, Tanzania and Mozambique. We ‘slipped’
all day over wet mud roads in an ancient Land
Cruiser, eventually making it to Mbamba Bay
Beach Resort: a shack on the edge of a slope,
leading to a beautiful beach. We spent a few
days there eating delicious local food (chapattis
With no syllabus to guide me,
and beans, dried fish, nyama choma and other
of which I knew neither the name nor the
I concocted my own plan. Teaching things
ingredients, but which tasted good), snorkeling,
was great fun. The children were
rowing around the lake and exploring. At one
point we were taught to fish in the rain by an old
wonderful – they tried hard, were
blind man who was fishing with a line and hook
cheeky, amusing and always talking. baited with ugali – ground cornflour added to
water and boiled until nearly hard. We spent a
few hours trying (and failing) to catch anything,
while he caught fish in a near continuous supply.
The weather was glorious, the accommodation,
however, was not – we had to swap rooms to
avoid beds full of ants!
I decided to get involved in the school sports
afternoon, where one teacher would generally
A few weeks later I returned home, deciding
sit around watching the whole school play a giant this time to take the more comfy option of a
game of football with one ball between a couple light plane back to Dar es Salaam. After saying
of hundred children of all ages.
goodbye to all the Fathers, Archbishop Mtega
and Caetan (all of whom had become good
Later, I was invited to play football with the
friends), I boarded the tiny plane which held
seminarians (students studying to be priests) in
a pilot and four passengers. As we started to
Peramiho, a 40-minute drive away. I mastered the climb above the clouds the pilot put on a gas
art of driving a motorbike and luckily the road was mask; apparently he would need supplementary
in good condition and devoid of traffic. The football oxygen since we were flying at 15,000 ft. The
was played to a seriously high standard and I found passengers, however, would not require any
myself ridiculously unfit and unprepared for the
and should fall asleep soon! I woke, with
heat. However the seminarians were really good
a killer headache, to find we were landing.
fun and we’d go for a few drinks after a game at
a local nyama (meat – so called as they serve roasted Next morning I got on the bus back to
goat) bar. The seminarians and most of the
Mombasa; sleeping nearly the whole way.
country were crazy about English football; they
knew all the stadium and player names and could My trip was a truly great experience. With
even recite stats from games two or three seasons hindsight it was rather under-planned, but
ago. Saturday nights would involve watching a
I did seize all the opportunities that came my
game after dinner, with a generator on-hand in
way. I went with a bank card and travellers
case the power went off (a regular occurrence).
cheques, both of which refused to work in Songea
– although I did get the travellers cheques cashed
At weekends I spent time with Caetan, a seminarian in Dar in the church’s name. I set out with just a
studying at the priests’ house. One week we went destination and a phone number (which didn’t
to visit Hanga (an Abbey an hour or so out of
work), but actually found Fr Kevin quite easily.
town) where, to my surprise, there was a school
Most importantly, I put in some effort and went
run almost entirely by gap students. Over the
anyway, resulting in a fantastic gap year
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take pride

Gossip
Ben Hastings

Ecuador

drawing, dexterity and counting. The markets
are huge, winding and complex, with many
stalls selling fruit and vegetables, meat, tools and
clothes. We quickly created a route for picking
up the kids, and in a short space of time became
familiar with the parents and the general layout.
It was daunting, but exciting. Play Therapy
was probably the most challenging activity. It
Ben Hastings won PPA backing for his
involved working with kids that were, for one
first two weeks also saw a lot of clubbing and
plans to do voluntary work with the street
reason or another, anti-social. This included kids
weekend trips to Pappallacta, a volcanic spa
children in Quito, Ecuador. Ben is now
that had been physically abused, were very shy,
high in the mountains around Quito, and
reading Drama and Theatre Arts at the
hyperactive, or violent. It took a lot of patience
Mindo, a beautiful jungle town on the edge
University of Birmingham.
and hard work, thinking up activities that
of Cloud Forest. Ecuador boasts some of the
were suitable and beneficial to the kids’ social
most breathtaking and inexplicable scenery.
Having panicked considerably over what to do
interaction, but these are the kids that I will
Mountains, deserts, flawless beaches, volcanic
and where to do it, I eventually decided on a
remember forever. It was incredible to see many
craters, swamps, and rainforests are all squeezed
course of action: I was going to go to Ecuador,
small acts of kindness and humour amid such
into this tiny country. I would strongly
a small South American country situated bang on recommend that anyone planning to go sets aside horrible upbringings.
the Equator. Why Ecuador? In all honesty I don’t enough time to do justice to this amazing place.
remember. The only time anyone had mentioned
Overall my time at CENIT was the most
the country to me was when describing how the During my four months in Ecuador I was
life-changing experience of my gap year. It
two oscillating weather currents of the Northern working a five-day week with CENIT (roughly
opened my eyes to areas of humanity I had never
and Southern hemispheres collided directly over translates as centre for the working girl). It is
thought about before, and made me reconsider
it. In retrospect, nothing could have summed the a voluntary organisation and school, set up
my position and my advantages. I would urge
country up better. Ecuador is a country of mixes, by Ecuadorian nuns in the ‘70s, working with
anyone thinking of travelling in developing
clashes and paradoxes. Having missed out on the children and families in South Quito, one of the countries to get involved in some kind of
slow, steady development of the Western world,
voluntary work, it’s a great way of meeting
poorer and rougher areas of the city. The centre
it holds within its small borders a bubbling mix
people and it gives you a unique sense of
runs many courses ranging from art classes to
of the very old and the very new. Multi-million
purpose that travelling does not.
English lessons and a comprehensive medical
dollar shopping malls are being built a stone’s
service, so any skill is welcome. I was chosen
throw from markets no better in living
After my time in CENIT I hit the road,
to work in some of the markets surrounding
conditions than slums. Strolling through the
CENIT. I initially did three courses: Homework travelling through almost all of Ecuador and
centre of Quito, the capital city could feel like
down to Peru and Bolivia. There were far too
Help, Play Therapy and Street Outreach.
a Mediterranean hub, were it not for the scores
many amazing experiences to recount here, but
of indigenous women and children, proudly
some of my favourites included doing the Inca
Homework Help is a building where children
dressed in their bright colours and bowler
Trek to Macchu Picchu (it’s much more fun
from the CENIT schools go to do their
hats, selling chewing gum and cigarettes.
to trek it rather than take the bus); incredible,
homework. I was responsible for maintaining
atmospheric sunsets in Ecuadorian beach towns;
focus (harder than it sounds, but definitely not
My first two weeks were spent learning Spanish
doing Iyahuasca, a spiritual hallucinogenic
impossible), helping with difficult homework,
at a school in Quito. We participated in Salsa
organising playtime and giving out healthy snacks. (an amazing experience but NOT to be taken
classes, cocktail making, and were given brilliant Street Outreach took us out into the markets
lightly), and generally experiencing some of the
introductions to Quito by our endlessly
most breathtaking scenery, hair-raising situations
to gather the kids and take them to a school
enthusiastic and welcoming teachers. These
and hilarious people
building, where we offered basic activities in
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1960 & earlier
Although visits to England are rare, Anthony
Roberts (PPC 40-44) plans, health permitting,
to make the trip for Association Day 2010.
Anthony's permanent base is in the Alicante region
of Spain and any old friends wishing to make
contact are welcome to write c/o the PPA Office.
Mike Burnham (PPC 36-44) left Prior in the
L6 going up to Loughborough on his 17th
birthday to start an intensive civil engineering
diploma (condensed from five to three years
because of the War). He Graduated with a first
in 1947. Loughborough was awarded University
status in 1966 and on the centenary in 2009,
conferred honorary degrees on pre 1979 D.L.C.
graduates. Mike, his wife Sally and their two
eldest daughters made the trip to Loughborough
last summer for Mike’s ‘graduation’ ceremony.
mikebbrightling@aol.com
Rex Anstis (ex PPC 49) is enjoying retirement
in Sidmouth, pursuing his hobbies of walking,
bowling and fishing - pictured below with his
impressive prize bass. He and his wife celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary last year and
their children and grandchildren keep them busy.
Rex has been in touch with Michael Hamerton
and Peter Battle, Rae Carter and Bernard Kelly
rexanstis@btinternet.com

Retired since ’89 and living in Montreal, Colin
Coventry (PPC 39-45) and his wife enjoy a
couple of annual cruises to see the world. He last
visited Prior 15 years ago, although he makes UK
trips to see family and brother Ken, also an old boy.
Colin enjoyed sharing memories with Archbishop
Jackie Ward in Cardiff, just prior to Jackie’s
retirement. Colin’s war years at PPC included the
bomb that damaged St Paul’s (although fortunately
caused no casualties since it happened during the
school holiday period). His overriding memory
however is of the most appalling food – Colin

wondered what ‘might get them first – the Germans left PPC after only two years when the family
or the cook!’ Colin’s claim to fame at school was not in returned to Ireland, where Michael still lives
the classroom but on the sports pitches; he was part mickser@aol.com
of Brother Burke’s pride and joy, the rugby first XV.
Rugby was one of Prior’s great strengths in this
Timothy Cox (PPC 48-55) is trying to locate an era and Anthony Tranter, more normally known
old friend from Prior, John S Clements (Class
as ‘Midge’ (PPC 40-51) would love to hear from
of 56) who qualified in dentistry at Birmingham old teammates Tony Jiggins, Dickie Rochford,
University, then went on to become an army
John Brooks (aka Minnie), Paul Dalling and
dentist and spent time in Singapore in the mid
others! Midge, now aged 75, having had heart
‘60s. They last met in May of 1968, shortly after
surgery and suffering from diabetes, is living
Tim had moved to Keynsham (commuting to
on a motor cruiser on the Canal de Robine
Bath to work for Stothert and Pitt). In 1972 Tim in Narbonne, France and would be pleased
moved to Billingshurst in Sussex for a new job
to welcome any old boys for a drink on board
based just outside London. Can anyone help?
‘Fellowship’ clynfarm@hotmail.com
timothy.cox99@btinternet.com
Peter Lambert (PPC 39-49) is a devoted
After school Brian Maher (PPC 48-55) joined
grandfather; his youngest son Anthony
Cable & Wireless, where he studied engineering became a dad last autumn and the grandson’s
for two years before joining the Navy as a pilot.
1st birthday will fall on 10/10/10! Peter still
Brian left the Navy in 1966 and moved to Sydney, takes occasional trips abroad – last year’s
flying jumbos for Qantas until his retirement in
highlight being a trip to the Baltic including
1990. Two years ago he brought his wife and son St Petersburg peter@peterlambert.plus.com
to the UK to see Prior Park, and the following
year he visited the UK again when he met up
David Hinks (PPC 50-54) and his wife Kath
with old school friend Lee Morris on the Isle of were impressed with their visit to Prior in April
Wight. Brian was one of three Maher brothers
2010. David enjoyed a career in teaching, cut
at Prior: the eldest, Mike, aka ‘Fred’, was a record short only by his increasing deafness. He played
holding batsman in the first XI. Fred also worked hockey into his late 50s and was a keen sailor.
initially for Cable & Wireless and then followed They have two children, both now living away
a career in the airline and travel business in
from home. Following surgery and chemo
Canada and LA. Mike married an English girl
for bowel cancer over three years ago David is
and they had four children together. Sadly, Mike thankfully in remission and would be happy to
died in 1990. The middle brother Pat (PPC 49-54) receive emails from peers – names he particularly
had a career at sea as an engineer on cableships,
remembers include Tony Pickford, Paul Dalling
is now retired, a widower, and lives in Plymouth. and Michael Hely davidjhinks@btinternet.com
Any old boys passing through Sydney are welcome
to look Brian up brianjmaher@hotmail.com
Now fully retired and living in Devizes, Eddie
Gilmore (PPC 53-59) is kept busy with his six
Brian Long (PPC 51- 55) was delighted to meet grandchildren and his golf! He sees Tony Coelho
up with old friend Peter Calnan after many years occasionally and keeps in touch with Chris Blunden
and to meet Peter’s wife Josie. Brian has recently and John Whittaker. Eddie would welcome
moved house and extends a warm welcome to
contact details for Howard Coulson-Smith
any old Prior Parkers who find themselves on
– email address available from the PPA Office.
Vancouver Island bmlong@telus.net
James Forbes’ life since Prior (Class of 56)
In October 2009 Gerald Walker (PPC 42-48)
has been very full. Two years National Service
and Fergus Lyons (PPC 40-49) met with Dr
were followed by five years at Bristol University
Rowan Williams, Archbishop of Canterbury, who Veterinary School. An epic adventure, mostly
spoke with great affection about two old boys from by car, then took him to New Zealand. James
Prior: Cardinal Cormac Murphy-O’Connor and married and settled in Western Australia,
the late John Ward who had been Archbishop
running his own veterinary practice until 2000
of Cardiff when Dr Williams was Archbishop of when he decided there was more to life than
Wales. The meeting took place at Lambeth Palace work! The last nine years have seen James travel
where Dr Williams hosted a reception in aid of
widely, with many overseas trips involving
Prisoners Abroad (www.prisonersabroad.org.uk) voluntary veterinary work (mainly sterilising
gwalker74@btinternet.com
dogs and cats). Now a proud grandfather, his
daughter, working for GE in New York, has just
Michael B Buckley MD (ex PPC 47) has fond
had a baby, as has his son, working as a vet with
memories of his Prior days. Of the three Buckley the HK Jockey Club. James keeps up with old
brothers, the eldest, Richard, left in 1949 and
classmates Robert Lau and Andy Owen.
the youngest, Mark, attended Cricklade, but
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It’s a small world! Professor Tony Watts (PPC
53-59), attended stunning student performances
of Handel’s Ariodante and Monteverdi’s Orfeo
in pursuit of his passion for early music, where
one singer, who later reappeared in a summer
concert at his old College was none other than
St Catherine’s Choral Scholar, Alice Usher
(ex PPC 05) tony.watts@zen.co.uk

until recently, still plays lots of tennis and has
taken up golf. The photograph below was taken
around 1959 by Lawrence Dann, who sadly died
at the age of 49. The seven Sixth Formers are, left
to right: Wilbur Henderson, Hugh Scully,
Jonny Morris, Fergus Kerr, Paddy Balf, Tony
and Graham Hughes. tony.apperley1@sky.com

After a gap of over 50 years Hervey Good
(PPC 50-58) now living in Somerset, met up
with John Ainslie and they enjoyed re-living
the old days and catching up on the intervening
years. The boys were at Cricklade together and
then at Prior until Hervey ‘escaped’ in 1958!
ggood678722558@aol.com

firm facilitating Peter’s retirement at 55! Since then
he has become a Magistrate, Advisor for Citizens
Advice, a Governor of Warrington Hospital and
a househusband (his wife Robyn is a College
lecturer and photographer). Their three sons have
all left home and university and happily have good
jobs and enjoy sport: everyone enjoys golf, tennis,
skiing, water sports and even crown green bowling.
Peter has joined PPA golf days, last visiting the
College in March 2010 for the PPA sports event
– his son ran in the Bath Half Marathon that
morning. He would be happy to meet up with
any contemporaries peter@robyn.plus.com

Retirement from general practice in St Ives three
years ago has given Tim Pardoe (PPC 59-66) and
his wife Gerri time to enjoy their seven grandchildren.
1961 – 1970
Dan McInerney (ex PPC 60) now has five
Two are based in Cornwall, two in Australia and
Cesar G Nunez (ex PPC early 60s) has been
grandchildren and is a semi-retired anaesthetist
three in Austria. Despite Gerri’s Parkinsons, they
working for several years at the Macau Ricci
at Ystad General Hospital - seeing the world
had a wonderful holiday in Australia and New
Institute in China. With History of Art degrees Zealand last autumn, catching up with old
by taking locums. He recently enjoyed the laidfrom The Courtauld Institute and UCL amongst friends and family. Tim was saddened when his
back life in Gisbourne, New Zealand, happy to
others, Cesar’s latest book ‘Macau’s Church of
have avoided the Scandinavian winter. Dan has
uncle Leonard, who was at Prior with his father
St Paul: A Glimmer of the Baroque in China’
lost touch with all contemporaries from Prior
James, died last year tandgpardoe@tiscali.co.uk
was published by Hong Kong University Press
and would be delighted to hear from any who
in 2009 cgnunes2001@yahoo.co.uk
remember him dan.mcinerney@telia.com
We were able to let John Keegan (PPC 59-65)
know that Bro Jack Keegan is now living in
Ian Short (PPC 54-62) and his wife Anne retired a retirement home in Ireland and Bro Miller
Martin Silpachai Bijayendrayodhin (PPC 54from full time work in 2007 and have moved
60) is living in Thailand and his son Nat passes
is part of the community at Buckfast Abbey.
back to Tswwassen. Ian spent the previous 20
emails on – details from the PPA office.
keegans@thamesinternet.com
years working in the financial services industry in
British Columbia and is occasionally recalled for Philip Sales (PPC 63-69) who is based in
Semi-retired, but still running screenwriting
workshops, Colin Tucker (ex PPC 60) is currently credit unions contract work and as a commercial California and runs his own Landscape
working on an Austrian feature film. He also tutors arbitrator. They have three sons: Mark, Robert
Architecture practice, paid a welcome visit
and Peter, all of whom are good athletes – Robert to Prior last November. Whilst a post graduate
from time to time at the Munich Film School.
and Peter play field (not ice) hockey for Canada. student at Manchester University, in the days
Colin and his wife Sarah are approaching their
Ian and Anne plan their travel to support the
44th wedding anniversary and they have three
of library book based research, he wrote his thesis
boys and were especially proud to watch Robert
daughters Rebecca, Abigail and Hannah and
in 1973 on the history of Prior Park’s landscape,
and Peter represent Canada at Beijing 2008. Peter, focussing on who had been the true design
eight grandchildren. Colin has recently been
now married, has retired from international
diagnosed with Parkinson’s, which is ‘no more
architect – Bro Keegan allowed Philip to return
hockey to concentrate on his career but Robert
than tedious’ at present. He is on a research
to the College for a weekend to do research and
is playing for a Dutch league team and played for take photos - and Philip’s later article ‘Ordered
committee for the Parkinson Disease Society,
Canada at the World Cup in New Delhi – another Naturalness at Bath’ appeared in Country Life
which promotes lay involvement in research,
funded by voluntary donations. He is struggling good trip! They own a 1986 VW Westfalia camper magazine in March 1979 (both publications
‘cottage on wheels’ which they recently drove
through papers on unfathomable chemical
are available from the PPA office). The National
reactions and urges anybody who is interested to down to Mexico. Ian keeps in touch with Tim
Trust has now adopted Philip's original
donate to the PDS colinptucker@ntlworld.com Newling and Wilfrid de Freitas and two years
contention that the landscape design owes as
ago heard from Peter Johnson that he had been
much, and almost certainly more, to Alexander
very ill – nothing since – and would welcome
Pope as to the more famous Lancelot ‘Capability’
good news. Ian and Anne will be in Bath for the Brown, who may have performed some
1962 reunion in June ianshort@eastlink.ca
consulting work for Ralph Allen.

Following a long career in the engineering industry,
Anthony Apperley (PPC 52-60) is now semi-retired.
Since leaving Prior he has accumulated quite
a family – married at university, they have three
sons and six grandchildren. Tony played cricket
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In 1957 it took five hours on the Pines Express
for young Peter Cotton (PPC 57-63) to travel
from Manchester to Bath Green Park (since closed
by Dr Beeching). Peter Broadbent and Simon
Wallace made the same move from the CBs’
College near Manchester to Prior. Peter C went on
to Imperial College London before joining Leyland
Motors in Lancashire (subsequently British
Leyland). After 35 years, Peter joined a management
buy-out to form Leyland Trucks, later sold to a US

Some former pupils had memories of an underground
stone-clad chamber used for illicit nocturnal
feasts; Philip thought this was most likely the
old ice house, or cave (used in pre-refrigeration
days to preserve perishable food with ice cut
from the lakes by the Palladian Bridge). Philip
remembers the strictly forbidden night time trips,
sneaking down through the woods to the old ice
house where the 10 foot drop from the door was
negotiated by rope. Once in, the boys listened to

pirate radio stations and heated soup in CCF
mess kits by candlelight! Philp was also able to
clarify that the Gothic Temple (also known as
the Chinese House due to its ornate windows)
which Allen had built in 1745 was sold to the
owner of Rainbow Wood House in the 1920s.
Confusingly, amongst the many outbuildings
that have existed at Prior, there was also a grotto,
erected to the memory of Alexander Pope's dog,
who died whilst his master was staying at Prior,
and which was partly destroyed during WWI.
Philip is a font of knowledge on Prior and its
grounds and would be happy to hear from old
friends and anybody with an interest in this
subject; he'd particularly like to know whether
there are in existence any early plans or drawings
of Prior by Brown psales6766@gmail.com
Bob Rayner (PPC 55-64) has for the past five
years been President and CEO of SPI (building
products and distribution) an Evercore private
equity portfolio company. Previously Bob
spent 13 years running a cement manufacturing
company and earlier had 12 years in various
financial positions with Pepsi. He and his wife
Mindy (head fund-raiser for the non-profit
Harlem Children’s Zone) live in New York and
have been married for 30 years. Bob visited the
UK in October 2009 and met up with wonderful
old friends Mike O’Dowd, Peter Haddon and
Chris Kershaw. Bob, Mike and Chris were
all part of the infamous six PP ‘moles’ – a fate
Peter narrowly avoided! Mike is now a retired
doctor and accomplished painter and sculptor,
Peter has his own property management firm
and still enjoys cricket and Chris, also an avid
cricketer, is enjoying retirement from Surgeon
Captain in the Royal Navy. They talked of old
friends: Pat Robinson, Ricky Carter, ‘Kipper’
Lynch, Farquharson, ‘Mosey’, Dave Dixon, Pat
England, ‘Bones’, Broadbent plus old teachers
Bro ‘Jack’ Keegan, Mosley, ‘Ken’ Collier and
Mr Ash. Bob will be in Bath again for the old
boys’ cricket fixture 2010 brayner81@aol.com

Design Director of Zulver & Co (zulver.com) his
own graphic design business near London Bridge,
established in 1993 - recently completing brand
identities for architects Austin Smith: Lord and
super yacht designers Bannenberg & Rowell.
Andrew lives in Streatham with his wife Allyn who
is a chartered accountant and their two daughters
- Paige doing A Levels and Imogen studying for
GCSEs, both at Streatham & Clapham High. Two
to three times a week for the last 26 years, Andrew
trains in Shotokan karate with the JKAE - currently
at 3rd dan: Andrew is front left in the photo below.
He met up with contemporary Johnny Boylan at
Twickenham for the Barbarians vs. New Zealand
match in December 2009 andrew@zulver.com

1971 – 1980
Jim Harries (PPC 64-71), having recently
retired from his practice as a Wealth Manager,
is planning to sell up in the UK and emigrate
to Southern Spain with his wife. He would be
happy to hear from any who remember him
jim@casavistasierra.com

as travelling, diving and fly-fishing, he practises
his golf so that he can ‘continue to beat’ Tony
Bury, Tim Garner and Dominic Eedle! John
also keeps up with peers Richard Cutcliffe and
Adrian Muir. At the PPA Dinner 2009, John
was delighted to meet Gerry Thwaites and David
North-Coombes, plus several of his older brother
Patrick’s (ex PPC 63) contemporaries and to
renew acquaintance with many other old boys.
John's younger brother Malcolm (ex PPC 77) is a
GP in mid Wales, living on a farm in Denbighshire.
Having obtained his BSc in Biochemistry
from Sheffield University, Bernard Connolly
(PPC 66-73) went on to gain his PhD in 1979
at Birmingham University and then moved
into scientific research in Germany – at Max
Planck Institute for Experimental Medicine at
Gottingen and later at the European Laboratory
for Molecular Biology in Heidelberg. Having
struggled with French at Prior, despite Mr
Weetman’s best efforts, Bernard realised that
a girlfriend was the best motivation for mastering
a language – in this case, German. Bernard and
Petra were married in 1984. On leaving Germany
in 1984 Bernard was appointed a lecturer in
the Dept of Biochemistry at the University of
Southampton, then in 1992 he moved to his
current post as Professor of Biochemistry at the
University of Newcastle b.a.connolly@ncl.ac.uk

In August 2009 Nick Bailey (PPC 68-74)
retired from his full-time career as an electrical/
Duncan Chilcott (at PPC in the 70s) recently
electronic/software engineer. Now he is helping
attended a former pupils’ event where he met up his wife with her photographic business
with old chums. Duncan is an auctioneer and valuer of (www.marmotta-photoart.co.uk) but has retained
antiques and fine art www.chilcottsauctioneers.co.uk Chartered Engineer status, ‘just in case he gets fired
living and working in Devon. Married to Lizzie, by his new employer’! oldboy@nick-bailey.co.uk
they have four children Alice, Edward, Harry and
Mary. Duncan’s two brothers, Neil and Ian, were It is 34 years since Bro Keegan waved Roberto
also students at Prior and anybody wishing to
Vargas (PPC 72-76) goodbye at the end of his
contact the Chilcotts can reach them via
education at Prior. Roberto graduated in 1982 from
dchilcott123@btinternet.com
U.C.L., Institute of Latin American Studies, with an
MA and entered the world of banking as a foreign
Having not been back for 40 years, Paul Turner
exchange trader. He worked for various banks over
(ex PPC 72) paid a welcome visit to Prior. Due to the years, moved to New York in 1999 and then
Andy Colombini (PPC 64-68) graduated from work commitments in France last autumn Paul was transferred to Houston Texas. In January 2010
the University of Westminster with an Honours unable to make the PPA Dinner but sent best wishes he joined BBVA Compass as an international
to old friends John Hickey, Richard Cutcliffe,
degree in Traditional Chinese Medicine and
wealth management banker. He married Mari
Acupuncture in 2008 and his Revival Acupuncture Neville Dyke, Richard Lynn and anyone else
in 1984 and they have two children – Alex born
business www.revivalacupuncture.co.uk has small in his year paul.eaglesnest.turner@gmail.com
in 1990 and Isabella born in 1991 both now at
practices in Wimbledon and Balham. His son
university. The family has survived a couple of
Alessandro was born in 2006 and daughter Maia John Hickey (ex PPC 72) ‘slipped gently’ into
hurricanes and on the sports front Roberto has
retirement in 2007, having spent the last five
followed in May 2008; Andy’s older son Daniel
had to swap cricket for baseball and rugby for
is studying at the National College of Journalists years of his working life as Chief Executive of MPS, American football. Holidays have been in Brazil
who provide medical liability insurance for doctors or Spain to see respective families, but they have
in Brighton. Andy had a happy lunch with Tim
and dentists worldwide. John gave up clinical
Heining in London last summer, catching up
made it to the UK and to Prior a couple of times.
medicine many years ago. Since retiring he has
on 35 years of news! ivoiceit@fsmail.net
While in London he bumped into Joe Bradley
taken up a non-executive chairmanship of the
who moved to Houston during the boom years
board of an NHS Hospital Trust and is also on
Having left PPC in 1970 and armed with a
for the oil industry but has subsequently returned
the board as a non-executive director of a Lloyd’s home. Roberto is keen to connect with others
graphic design degree from Bristol Polytechnic,
of London coverholder. In his spare time, as well from his year group roberto@vargasr.com
Andrew Zulver set off for London. Now he is
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Now working as a Maths teacher in Bournemouth,
Adrian Williams (PPC 68-75) is married
to Lynnet and they have two children, Laura
14 and Charlie, 12 allat16@talktalk.net
Simon Langley (PPC 72-79) who joined the
Class of 79 reunion in Bath last summer has
left Xoserve where he had been an IT Project
Manager and is now UK Lead Manager for
Inclusion & Diversity with the National
Grid simon.langley@ngrid.com
It is open invitation to any old boys of Reno
Aprile’s vintage, or other PPC visitors to the
Antipodes, (Reno left in 72 from St Peters, so
he is roughly Year of 76) to visit him in Sydney.
He lives there with his wife Ranee and their
three young children, Reno, Marcus, and Mia.
reno_aprile@yahoo.com

Africa, often South Africa but last year Zanzibar
and this year Uganda. Bringing news of the
outside world (!) Jeremy Westoby flies in each
Christmas when they hold the smallest old boys’
reunion – just the two of them in the garden
with a beer! rvetc@mweb.co.za
Warmest congratulations to proud but sleepdeprived, Peter O’Donoghue (PPC 80-86),
whose wife Katerina gave birth to their second
child, a son, Lukas, at the end of December 2009
n7pod@hotmail.com

Having not seen each other for 20 years,
Karina (aka Kuby) Khubchand (PPC 86-90)
and Johanna Gardner (PPC 86-90) had a joyful
reunion when Karina visited Jo at her B&B
(www.innontheriverwalksa.com) in San
Antonia, Texas. The girls had been among the
first full time female boarders at Prior – in 1986
Simon Morgan (ex PPC 74), marked his
there were only 17 boarding girls. Karina
50th birthday by setting up his own law firm
(karina.khubchand@gmail.com) lives in
www.simonmorganandco.com looking to cater for Gibraltar and works as a (government) defence
‘middle aged folk seeking a personal service at a
attorney. johanna_gardner@yahoo.com
reasonable cost’! morgan33.76@btopenworld.com
1981 – 1990
The Class of 84 had planned to meet up at Prior
on Association Day 09 to mark 25 years since
leaving school but sadly the incidence of swine
flu at PPC got in the way. Pierre Tanner, one
of the main organisers of that reunion, became
the proud father of Isabelle Rose in May 2009.
pierre@lbrd-photography.co.uk

A chance encounter on Facebook led to a 20
minute transatlantic phone call between David
Grant (PPC 72-81) and old friend Andy Cullen.
Although not a Facebook devotee, David has
located several Prior classmates there. David has
been married for 13 years to Cathy and they have
three children, Ian, James and Emily; they live
in Rondebosch, the oldest suburb in South
Africa. David has his own veterinary practice
with a view of the stunning Table Mountain from
his consulting room window. He introduced
veterinary retailing to Cape Town, and now has
his fourth retail outlet. Each year David runs the
Two Ocean’s Marathon – his one public outing
in sports gear – for which he trains hard at the
gym! The family supports Western Province
through good times and bad plus the Springboks
because ‘who doesn’t?’ Holidays are by design in
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Luke Price (PPC 83-85) is living in Tonbridge,
still singing at the Royal Opera House and
thrilled to be expecting a second child in
June 2010. He met up with old friends Paul
Mills-Hicks, James Stratton, Gabriel Wong,
Dominic Cave and Alex Giove and had hoped
to see more people at Christmas had a show not
taken up his time. price_luke@yahoo.co.uk
Proud father Tolu Jinadu (PPC 82-85) enrolled
his son, David Tolulope Jinadu at Cricklade
where he started in September 09 aged seven
tolu_jinadu@yahoo.com

David McQuiggan (ex PPC 81) is still enjoying
the beach life at the southerly end of Santa
Monica Bay, in Manhattan Beach, California
with his wife, Kathy and two children. Currently
CEO at Sabeus Inc. - designer and manufacturer

of advanced optical sensor systems targeting
sonar surveillance, wind energy, hydrocarbon
reservoir monitoring and telecom applications.
David recently reconnected with Bill McCarthy
and keeps in touch with many others, primarily
through Facebook plus the occasional dinner
with Mark Tobin who also lives in the LA area
mcquiggan@aya.yale.edu
Peter Smith (ex PPC 88) is living in Manchester,
married to Gill and they have two sons aged
seven and five, both of whom are keen rugby
players with Manchester Rugby Club. Peter is
Director for the North West region with Michael
Page (specialist global recruitment company)
looking after their Engineering & Manufacturing
plus Procurement & Supply Chain Divisions.
Always looking to recruit bright young talent he
has offered to advise on relevant job searches for
those interested in the field. Peter keeps up with
Darren Crawford, Tony Jiggins and Edgardo
Robinson petersmith@michaelpage.com
Kuala Lumpur has seen the opening of another
of Nigel Skelchy’s (ex PPC 83) take away cake
counters. He and his partner Allan are also
still busy with events and novelty cakes (www.
justheavenly.biz) Scuba diving and underwater
photography are major passions for Nigel and
he and Allan are planning more trips this year.
The only sadness has been the recent passing of
Nigel’s beloved mother following a long battle
with stomach cancer nigelskelchy@gmail.com
Many congratulations to Tim Noble (PPC
75-79), based in the Czech Republic, who was
awarded a PhD in Theology, cum laude, by the
Free University of Amsterdam in June 2009
timnoble@tiscali.cz
Martin Fowler (PPC 77-83) took us from the
Punch Bowl (former Mr Madonna's lively Mayfair
pub and popular reunion venue for the 80s
generation) to the Gossip Bowl with news of old
friends. Flying visits from Kamlesh Khubchand
from Gibraltar, and Kameel Saliba from Jordan,
were two excuses for a Prior Park gathering there,
bringing together; Lloyd Mike, Chris Mizzi,
Michael Roberts, Adewale Onabanjo, Bruce
Woodford, Mario Proietti, and Philip Elliott.

Facebook continues to link this group (especially
‘Gentlemen of St Pau’'s and St Peter’s’ with

accompanying period photos) and where Paul
Bamsey and Marcus Satchell recently popped up.
Martin located Andrew Couppleditch (81) and
was reminded of the days when he and Andrew
used to enjoy regular dawn runs to Sham Castle,
pinching milk from the doorsteps of Widcombe
to re-hydrate before the final sprint up Ralph Allen
Drive. Andrew has ‘found peace in Wales’, having
married a ‘Welsh Lass’; he worked in retail for
20 years, is now working for himself and raising
a couple of fine teenagers. Andrew also had a
brother at Prior, Michael Couppleditch. Coming
full circle, at his son Alfie’s school, Latymer Prep
in Hammersmith, Martin bumped into a rival
from the old nemesis Downside: Mr Ed Pugh,
Head of English. Even more surprising a young
staff member proudly wearing PPC sports kit with
‘Playfair’ emblazoned on the back. ‘Not some new
respect and fair-play initiative but the delightful
2009 leaver Anna Playfair’ who, like her sister
Katie before her, has been working for Latymer
Upper School – ‘always great to come across PP
people’ martin.fowler1@ukonline.co.uk

Juliet Lambert joined Prior for the Sixth Form
(PPC 89-91) and remembers old friends Stu
Scobie, Lisa Foley (née Haukom) and Jonathan
Great news from James Tanser (PPC 83-90)
Tomlinson (JT). Juliet has been living in Kuwait
who is getting married in May 2010 to Anne Keller, for the past 14 years, working as Deputy Head in
a US citizen who has been working in the UK for an infants school (something certainly not predicted
the last three years james.tanser@ntlworld.com on a re-read of old school reports!). Married to
Jim, an engineer, they have two children Holly,
A new addition to the Onabanjo family arrived
six and Sam, four. Juliet loves living in the Middle
in July 2009 – Max, younger brother to helpful
East since it fulfils her passion for travel, but
Maia, now aged two. Ade (ex PPC 83) saw old
returns to the UK regularly to see family. She
friend Simon Archard with his wife and two
would love to hear from old friends via Facebook.
daughters on their brief visit to the UK in October
2009 – Simon is still enjoying teaching in New
For the past few years Toby Wadeson (ex PPC
Zealand. Ade caught up with Kamlesh Khubchand 95) has been enjoying life in Wanaka New
and his wife at a dinner early in 2010 together with Zealand where he bought a restaurant on the lake
Chris Mizzi and Michael Roberts – Kamlesh is
front and runs the business with his sister; Toby’s
running his father’s electronics business and has
girlfriend is a physiotherapist. Wanaka is the
a daughter and son. Ade also keeps in touch with
backdrop to Toby’s sporting activities: mountain
Chris McMahon, Abass Arole, Mario Proetti
biking, rock climbing and daily snowboarding
and Michael Edozie; Marcus Satchell recently
in the winter. tobywadeson@hotmail.co.uk
surfaced on Facebook keen to meet the old
crowd in London ade@feburman.co.uk
Kasia Mill (PPC 85-92) doesn’t know where
the time has gone! Since leaving Prior she has
Katie Ireland (PPC 83-85), now Mrs Cutts,
1991 – 2000
qualified as a doctor and married Andrew
with her French and Spanish degree from
Tom Williams (PPC 89-96) married Victoria
Nesbit, a former pupil of Ampleforth; they met
Southampton Uni has spent most of her working Hoyle in July 2009 at St Peter’s Church,
at medical school. Both are now GPs, based in
life teaching French and Spanish at Mill Hill, and Lamerton near Tavistock in Devon. The couple
Bath since 2002 and they have two sons Tom,
then City of London Schools. In between these
live in Plymouth where Tom serves in the Royal
seven and Robbie, five. The family’s latest hobbies
posts, she spent five years teaching English to
Marines and Victoria is a practising barrister.
include wild swimming, skiing and trips in their
French professionals at various Paris universities.
camper van. For 2012 they are planning a three
Katie keeps up with Jonathan Mullen, Justine
month sabbatical travelling around the world.
Gallen (née Chapman), Christine Gallagher,
Kasia keeps up with Katerina Rayner (née
Wale Onabanjo and Kameel Saliba. Home is
McGrath) and Vanessa Thomas (née Mayes)
in Surrey with her husband and two young sons.
and others can reach her c/o the PPA office.
Having left the urban pursuits of museums, and
restaurants behind, Kate is now a full-time parent
Matthew Tobin (ex PPC 91) gave a round-up of
enjoying a bucolic phase of gardening and cooking!
family news: congratulations to sister Emma (ex
PPC 93) who had a baby, Beatrice, last year and
Through the PPA network Ho-Fai Lam (PPC
to sister Lucy (married to Ed Layet, ex PPC 91)
86-88) contacted old friends Mauro Tarrini and
who had a baby, Abigail. In terms of old friends,
Congratulations also go to Tom’s sister, Claire
Damian Lacey but we are working on details for (née Williams) Kiesel (PPC 86-93) and her
Matthew met up with Teddy Manotoc who is
Christian Herrero hxl208@case.edu
part of the Class of 91 (but left Prior at the end
husband, Lukasz, on the birth of their second
of Upper V). The 2009 trip marked Teddy’s first
baby daughter, Charlotte Anastazja in April 09.
Wedding bells rang out at St John’s in Bath on
return to the UK in 20 years – to put the final
26th September 2009 for a match made at Prior Steve Wright (ex PPC 93) is now the proud father touches to his new film. Colin Sharples (ex PPC
– Andrew York (PPC 85-90) to Hana Stott
91) became engaged to Rebecca Fulton (ex
of Theo, born in September of last year to his
(PPC 87-96). PPC guests included Kate Acton girlfriend Rachel. Still working at Venue Magazine PPC 92) and they will be married at PPC this
(PPC 89-96), now teaching at Monkton Combe and as Theatre/Comedy/Art Editor, has a book out on summer. matthew.tobin@slaughterandmay.com
John (ex PPC 90) and Claire Rippin (ex PPC 94) the world famous graffiti artist: ‘Banksy’s Bristol
plus Father Peter Cornwell. The newly-weds live - Home Sweet Home’ www.tangentbooks.co.uk
Charlie O’Brien’s (ex PPC 94) new job as
in the Peak District; Hana is Marketing Manager email s.wright@venue.co.uk
Sales Development Manager with Optimum
for a software provider and Andy works for Rolls
Global has given him globetrotting
Royce. Nick York has just moved to Kuala Lumpar
opportunities! Highlights have included
with his partner Jo and their one year old daughter
trips to the Middle East, South Africa and
Evie. Nick has linked up with his old partner in
Zimbabwe. charles.obrien007@googlemail.com
crime, Ben Conway (PPC 94-96) who is based
there, running a number of restaurants in the city.
Reuben Frere (9lb 13oz) was born to proud parents
Nick and Jo are returning to the UK for their
Annie (née Taylor) and Julian Frere at home in
wedding in June. The youngest York brother,
Bath on 20th March, a younger brother for Joshua.
Tim (ex PPC 01) is climbing the medical ladder
annieandjules@btinternet.com
in Wales and hoping to move into General Practice;
still enjoying surfing and long-distance cycling
andrew.york@rolls-royce.com
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Back in 2008, Ruth Fielding (née Westwood)
(PPC 91-98) enjoyed a visit to Prior, staying on
site with Helen O’Donovan (née Goodman)
and reuniting with Sophy Arulanatham (née
McHugh) and Sally Newman (née Ashby) –
all of whom were gathered for Hannah Shaw’s
wedding in the Chapel. Since then Ruth gained
her PhD in Education at the University of Sydney
and now works as a Lecturer at the Faculty of
Education and Social Work there. They love life
in Oz and Ruth would be pleased to hear from
those who remember her and any planning a trip
down under ruth.fielding@sydney.edu.au

Orlando on the birth of Alexander Luke 10lbs
1oz on 2nd September 2009 after a five day
labour. As well as keeping in touch from the
States through her brother Matt, who is a
groundsman at Prior, Heidi keeps an eye on
Facebook and gave us the happy news that
Patrick Lau (Class of 96) also became a parent
in January 2010 lucie hlstier@hotmail.com

Gerald Davies had emerged from retirement and
was back at Prior teaching Maths on a temporary
basis when we heard from Paul Martin (PPC
94 -99) wanting to reach his old Housemaster
s-weaty@hotmail.com

Verity Janovitz (PPC 93-97) is living in
Maidenhead and working in Windsor as a
Fernando Torres de Mello (PPC 92) spent
Manager with a global recruitment consultancy
only a couple of terms at Prior, boarding in
– the hours are long but the work is rewarding.
Roche House when Mr Clarke was Housemaster, Verity plays and umpires netball across the South
but still remembers room mate James Tsao,
East and is learning to Salsa/ballroom dance.
plus Alfred Chan, Matthew Hunt, Andrew
She keeps up with Gina Meacock (ex PPC 97)
Smith, John Sayers and Matthew Pritchard.
and is also enjoying her very new nephew and her
Fernando returned to Brazil where he graduated Godchildren vjanovitz@morganmckinley.co.uk
in Medicine from Federal University in 2002.
Now a specialist abdominal surgeon, (oncology
From the Class of 98, Ben Wetherill, still
and obesity) he lives and works in Joao Pessoa
working as a Transport Planner moved from
in North East Brazil, due to complete his surgery Norwich to Bristol in 2007. Ben and his
Masters within the year. He and his wife of seven girlfriend plan to move in together in Bristol.
years made a trip to Europe in January - pictured He is still kayaking, climbing, mountain biking
here enjoying a London pub fstmello@gmail.com and pursuing any other silly sport he can find or
afford and is in occasional contact with Freddie
Sayers, Ed Sage and a cheery Dan Barrett.
ben.wetherill@atkinsglobal.com

Now a Major with the Gurkas, we were glad
to hear that former Roche inmate Chris Conroy
(PPC 90-95) had returned safely from a tour as
company commander in Helmand, Afghanistan.
Whilst out there he met Anabel Baylis (née
Holmes) (ex PPC 94) who was working in
Lashka Gah and Ed Paskell who is an engineer.
Chris will be best man to his own best man,
Harry Porteous (PPC 88-95) later this year
– Harry is still in the army. Chris also keeps up
with Oliver Warner (PPC 88-94) who has left
his old job in Kazakhstan providing services to
the oil industry and is now living in Singapore,
working as an ethical advisor for an arms dealer
krisconroy@ yahoo.com
Congratulations to overjoyed parents, Heidi
Rivera (née Stier) (PPC 89-96) and husband
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Harry Speller (ex PPC 97) has moved back
to Bath after three years in London working at
Visit Britain and British Airways. Now he works
in Bristol for Nokia, as an Analytics Manager
within the Music Service. He has been travelling
to Europe and the States and at least once a year
he will be found snowboarding, also surfing, plus
a new passion – poker playing – hoping to train
up to tournament level! hspeller@gmail.com
With one of her pupils singing Maria in the
Tiffin Boys School production of West Side
Story, Kate (Katerina) Fenech (PPC 92-94) was
transported back 15 years to Prior when she sang
this role. Kate is working as a singing teacher at

St Swithun’s School, Winchester and also
coaching young West End singers at Jayne
A Coleman Academy of Dance (current All England
Champions in song and dance). She lives near
Ascot with partner, Tim who is a professional
chef. They have recently visited Santiago de
Compostella and Madrid and highly recommend
Galicia for other foodies. Facebook has reconnected
Kate with Maria Robledo and Georgie Heath,
both of whom are happy and, reassuringly, just
the same! katerinafenech@hotmail.com
Great joy for Tim Ching (PPC 95-00) who has
found his soulmate and fixed a wedding date
in Hong Kong in September 2010. Tim’s older
sister, Jenny Ching is well, living in Hong Kong
and over Christmas the family celebrated her
baby boy’s first birthday. Facebook has a good
supply of photos of Jenny’s son, who is apparently
‘adorable and smart, not unlike his uncle’!
timsching@yahoo.co.uk
‘One For The Road’ is Vickie Hobbs’ (PPC 9592) own theatre company (a non-profit venture
with proceeds to charity) combining devised
and stand up improvisational comedy, written
by Vickie and two partners. She completed a
post-graduate diplomacy in Acting at Guildford
School of Acting Conservatoire and has
performed in various pieces. Highlights include
performing her own material in Stratford Upon
Avon in a show called ‘Way of this World’ and
being awarded Best Actress by Danny Dyer for
her lead role in a short horror movie directed
by R Gomm. Currently travelling in Australia,
Vickie plans to continue with fight choreography
and to complete a Guild of Combat to teach
Stage Combat and a PGCE to teach Drama.
vickiehobbs83@hotmail.com
Using thespian talents plus a logical mind to earn
a living, Bruce Walcot (PPC 89-95) is ‘Pre-Sales
Consultant’ for a major HR and Payroll Software
& Services Provider. Ealing is home and outside
of work his time is given to music and theatre,
having appeared in West-End production ‘Voice
of Tomorrow’ last year, and in both professional
and semi-pro musicals and concerts. Bruce is
in a new young male voice choir in London,
the ‘S-Choir’ who have been working their way
through the selection rounds of Britain’s Got
Talent. He has lost touch with many old school
friends but would be pleased to hear news
bruce_walcroft@blueyonder.co.uk
As of October 2009 Katie Waters (PPC 94-99)
is now Mrs Pagett, married at a lovely ceremony
in Northampton, where her two sisters Claire
(ex PPC 01) and Joanna (ex PPC 03) were
bridesmaids. Katie graduated from Newcastle
University in 2003 with BSc Hons in Medical
Microbiology & Immunology and again in 04

with an MA in International Business
Management. Then Katie moved to London to
start work with an estate management company.
Five years down the line, she is now an Associate
Partner and commutes to London from
Northampton where she and her husband have
settled. Katie thoroughly enjoyed the nostalgic
Class of 99’s 10 year reunion at Prior last autumn
and would love to hear more from her year group
kmdw@smithwaters.com

A Christmas meal brought several 04 leavers
together again – Kyle Vivian is working hard
at RBS in Assets and Securitization and living
in Richmond; James Greene has taken up a
managerial post with Johnson & Johnson in the
North East; Emily Jones has a fantastic new
job teaching at a prestigious school in Sloane
Square; Chloe Woolley is loving her career as a
Physiotherapist in Birmingham and Emily Wheating
graduated from UCL with a 2:1 in Spanish
& History of Art and is working in London.
Phoebe Mahon has had another little boy
and Jennie Castley had her first baby this year
– congratulations all round! Liz and many others
also returned to Prior for the old boys rugby
in September 2009 lizzmunton@hotmail.com

Despite the difficult graduate job market, Oli
Lawson (PPC 98-05) (having graduated in
Economics & Finance from Loughborough in
July 2009) has secured a job in corporate finance
2001 onwards...
Claire Waters (PPC 96-01) returned from several in Bristol from May 2010. In the interim, Oli set
months travelling around the world in September off on a two month trip with Tom Bury (ex PPC
05) who graduated from Imperial College in
09 and is now working as a physiotherapist in
Biochemistry last year, plus Tom’s cousin Dominic
London. Sister Jo (PPC 98-03) is a primary
Bury (ex PPC 03). They have been flying around
school teacher, also working in London.
the USA, the Caribbean and South America,
building Tom’s hours for his commercial pilot’s
Congratulations to Tom Perkins (ex PPC 06)
licence oli_lawson@hotmail.co.uk
who graduated from Southampton University
with a 2:1 in Oceanography and is currently
Jamie Vivian (ex PPC 06) is enjoying his last
studying for a Masters in Marine Science Policy
& Law, also at Southampton. Tom’s family is still year at the University of Brighton studying
Communications & Media Studies. Last year
in Houston, Texas tom.m.perkins@gmail.com
he captained the university rugby team in an
undefeated (BUCS league) season. And now he
Rebecca Davis graduated in 04 with a 2.1
is beginning to look for career options. Following
Business Management degree from University
work experience with Paramount Pictures in
of Southampton. Since then she has been based
London during January 2009, Jamie is applying
in London, working freelance in the film
industry. She has been working for productions, to a range of media companies, particularly
distribution companies. Four years on from
primarily helping to set up and oversee the
Prior, Jamie is pleased to remain in contact with
locations. In five years she has worked on 19
most of his old mates who meet up several times
productions - 13 feature films and six television
each year. vivs45@hotmail.com
dramas. The productions include Children of
Men, The Other Boleyn Girl, The Bourne
Ultimatum, Cranford, The Duchess, Dorian
Gray, Into The Storm, Creation and The
Wolfman rebeccadavis8@hotmail.com
Liz Munton (ex PPC 04) gave news of her
peers: Emily Bradshaw and fiancé had a baby
boy, Henry, on 28th July 2009 - old girls Emily
Jones, Emily Wheating and Camilla Jennings
are Godmothers.

place on the Teach First Graduate Scheme -and
in the interim she plans a ski season at Verbier
fblathwayt@hotmail.com
Mr Robertson, Director of Music at Prior,
passed on the wonderful news that Nick Stuart
(ex PPC 06), who completes his degree in
composition at Birmingham this summer, has
been offered a Masters place for Composition at
the Royal Academy of Music in London from
September 2010 tromboner@hotmail.co.uk
Congratulations too to Edmund Hastings (ex
PPC 04) who has secured a postgraduate singing
place at the Royal Academy. In 2009 Andrew
Johnson (ex PPC 05) graduated in Music as a
Choral Scholar from Magdalen College Oxford
and has remained in Oxford where he is working
on his singing andrewthefirst@hotmail.com
Fiona Subramanian (ex PPC 04) completed her
Masters in International Business Law from the
University of Leeds in 2008. Fiona soon found
a job with Lloyds Banking Group and was married
to fiancé Geoffrey Ashby in York on 23rd
October 2009. The small gathering of family
and friends included Merope Ippiotis, Alexia
Hereford, Savio D’Souza and Paul O’Hora
from Prior. The honeymoon is still being planned
but Fiona and Geoffrey had a short break in
London and Salisbury after the wedding.

Currently in his third year at Southampton
University Matt Desmond (PPC 00-07) is
studying Naval Architecture, specialising in Small
Craft and Racing Yachts. Last summer Matt
spent three months in the Dominican Republic,
where he used some of Mrs Rose’s GCSE Spanish
to obtain his Kitesurf Instructor’s Qualification
and to teach holidaymakers. Matt plans to do
a Masters at Southampton next year and would
ultimately like to work for a yacht design office;
he is applying for placements this coming
summer. As racing and leisure yachts are such
luxury items, the market is currently a bit slow.
Plan B centres around a graduate investment
banking scheme matty_desmond@hotmail.com

Since leaving Prior, the talent and commitment of
Alison Harris (PPC 03-08) has been rewarded
with the prestigious Gold Royal Society of Church
Having completed two years in Paris, working
Music Award. She is currently studying French
as an assistant at Dior Haute Couture and also
at the University of Bangor.
at Lanvin, Joe Richards (ex PPC 04) is now
With her course at Edinburgh University coming back in London. In November 2009 he started
to an end this summer, Flora Blathwayt (ex PPC working as assistant designer to Phoebe Philo
at Celine bohojo1@hotmail.com
05) has been successful in securing a deferred
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Cricket Golf
Old Boys’

PPA

Mark Browning

Mike Stevens

In the closest match seen for years on the PPC
cricket ground the PPA and PPC 1st XI played
out a thrilling tie on Sunday June 28th.
The two sides finished locked together on 168
apiece with the PPC 1st XI just failing to score
the 15 required runs from the final over of
the match.
PPC Under 15 captain Ben Eyre, a late inclusion
in the PPC 1st XI, scored 14 from the first five
balls. He hit a series of powerful on side shots
only to be run-out from the final ball of the game
as his drive went straight back to the bowler.
James Etheridge was the PPA hero as he held
his nerve and removed the bails. He had earlier
taken a couple of wickets with his darting offspin and top scored for the PPA with 57.
The other star for the PPA was Simon Williams
who bowled four batsmen, including the
previously prolific Seth Tapsfield from the
very first ball of the PPC 1st XI innings.
The school in fact was in real trouble until Ed
Borton who hit a succession of attractive off-side
boundaries rattled up a quickfire 70, before
becoming another Williams victim
For the College: James Harper (Capt), Ed Singleton,
Seth Tapsfield, Andy Barnes, Ed Robinson, Archie
Pearson, Ed Borton, Ben Eyre.
For the Old Boys: Charlie O’Brien, James Greene,
James Etheridge, James Edmund, Simon Morrison,
George Harper, Alan Prentice, Simon Williams.

This year we returned to Lansdown
Golf Club where the first PPA golf
day was organized by Pat McMahon
nearly 30 years ago.

The numbers were slightly down as term had
started so no staff were able to play. A breezy,
sunny day made conditions taxing but Prior Park
golfers enjoy a challenge and some good scores
were posted. The golf was followed by a convivial
supper and all those who stayed deservedly - or
in some cases undeservedly! - received a prize.
Results:
Best Gross and the Pat McMahon Cup:
Martin Woodhouse
Best Net and Rae Carter Medal:
Mike Stevens
Best Stableford and the Factotum Putter:
Paul McMahon
Second Gross:
David Barber
Second Net:
Darren Crawford
Second Stableford:
Tony Bury
Longest Drive:
Martin Woodhouse
Nearest the Pin:
Frank Ghaidan
In 2010 we return to Bath Golf Club on Friday
3rd September. If you would like to join in
please get in contact with Mike Stevens
michael@stevensonline.org
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Old Girls’

Netball

Old Boys’
Anne-Marie Layet

On a cold but brilliantly sunny afternoon in early
March, Prior Park hosted the second ever Old
Girls’ Netball fixture. And what a triumphant
tale there is to tell!
We managed a full team, plus substitutes
and played a full match, four quarters each
of 15 minutes. We even managed to draw
a real crowd of supporters.
Boldly going forward in attack, we had:Anna
Travis, Verity Janovitz, Jo Bleakly (née Hancock)
and Anne-Marie Layet. For our centre, we
had the truly formidable Roisin Turner.
And working tirelessly (!) in defence, we
had Stephanie Shea, Siobhan Rogers and
Sally Price.
After the game, it was down to the Mansion
for match teas and a chat. Whatever the
standard of netball was, the match teas were
truly superlative. Every different kind of
cake you could imagine.

The result… ah… um… well… It might
have been 44-33 to the College.

Anyone who fancies a shot or pass next year, do
make contact with me on alayet@blueyonder.co.uk.
Absolutely no experience necessary, and you’re
in, on the team sheet. And I have to admit, my
whole family can’t wait for next year’s cakes…
I mean netball!
For more recent leavers keen to play netball,
please get in touch with Fiona Rae on
fionarae@hotmail.co.uk or Giorgia Smith
on giorgiasmith@live.co.uk

Hockey

It was hoped that the old boys’ hockey match
which took place at PPC on Sunday 7th
March 2010 as part of the former pupils’
sports afternoon would give some old boys
the chance to meet old friends and renew
acquaintances. Equally important was the
opportunity to try Jane Frere's amazing
cakes - which suggests there is truth to the
‘have-one's-cake-and-eat-it principle’!
The timing of these events is always difficult
because we are trying to maximise attendance
plus make it easy for former pupils to return.
If anyone has any suggestions on the timing
of future events please let us know.
This year there were a few no-shows which
meant there was more ground to cover for the
old boys. Certainly some of the old boys seemed
much fitter than last year which suggested that
they are using their time well at University! It
is perhaps a credit to Alan Hall that PPC has
produced so many great hockey players over
the years and it is always good to hear stories
of those that have made a career in hockey.

jon fry

Ian Cordwell, who currently manages Oxford
Hawks Hockey Club and the Under 18 Wessex
Leopards turned out for the old boys hoping
perhaps to convince his old coach that he would
be the ideal replacement.
The match was very open and the team with the
younger legs seemed intent on overturning last
year’s result. It is particularly pleasing to see old
boys continuing to play after leaving school even
if they are not reaching the giddy heights of 1st
XI hockey at University, where the competition
is much sterner. Nobody can quite remember the
score but on days like this for most the score is
secondary to meeting Old Prior Parkians. Just for
the record it was Old ‘uns three Young ‘uns five.
And so we hope to do it all again next year and to
see you there!
The Squad included: Lawrie Frere, Tom Blathwayt,
Paul O’Dea, Darren Crawford, Lincoln Rupesinghe,
Ian Cordwell, Martin Woodhouse, Tom Wheeler, Joss
Goulding, James Morrison, Olly Robinson, James Greene
and Michael Jones, plus two students: Freddie Searight
and Chris Sutton.
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Or was the eye drawn to the svelte movements of
James Brackley on the touchline after becoming
concussed in the lunchtime warm up? We will
never know, but what I can assure you is that no
finer body of men has ever been assembled since
the Clifford House Prep Room displays of the
early noughties where messers Emsley, Bonnet,
Todd, Edwards and Foulkes plied their trade
and ran the school from Das Bunker, a.k.a. the
Clifford House Sixth Form Centre.

old boys’

Rugby
Giles Pruett

Finally, after 12 years of tweaking,
arm twisting, freezing rain and
waterlogged pitches, we finally
had a match to remember with
well over 20 boys from various
years shaping up to do battle
with the class of 2003.

So what of the famed men of 2003, once fleet
of foot, free running and full of frivolity?
Some things never change. Francois Bonnet
still had the bombs raining down on him as
his out of breath comrades watched whilst the
opposition bore down upon him in the full
back channel, Donnach ‘The Wall’ McNulty
demonstrated that you can keep the ball with
only one player and Simon ‘The Shimmy’
Williams could still side-step his mother in
a telephone booth. So many to mention and
so little artistic licence!
My final plaudit must go to Charlie Fane-Gladwin.
Without his drive and determination to cajole,
organise and promote this event we would not
have had such a spectacular evening. My warmest
thanks go to him and his team mates.
So what about the score?... as you well know,
rugby was the winner!
Let us build upon this again next year, so
please clear your diaries now for Saturday
18th September 2010 and keep in touch.
Giles Pruett gpruett@priorpark.co.uk
Charles Fane-Gladwin’s ‘Glory Years’ Squad: James ( jus
frontin) Andrews, Francois (the contortionist) Bonnet,
James (squeal piggy squeal) Brackley, Andrew (the horse)

15 gladiators entered the Monument Field amphitheatre
on Monkton Saturday, to make history, and steal the
hearts and minds of bewildered onlookers. Was it the
tightness of the jerseys hugging well travelled flesh that
caught the spectators’ eye? Or perhaps the sight of the
four musketeers of Pruett, McGuire, Thompson and
St John flexing up before the battle commenced?

Vivs was indeed a ‘legend’ and his marshalling
of the troops both on and off the field deserves
real applause. Leading from the front was Dan
Ryan-Lowes and the ‘crocodile wrestler’ Stuart
Johnson who was hard enough to handle on his
own, let alone with the support of Olly Robinson
and Max Hemmings at every single breakdown.
Sam Bennett directed traffic in his own laconic
manner while James Campbell, Michael Jones
and Caspian Johnson cut lines that would have
impressed a Colombian drug lord. And who
could forget Francis ‘Kick it back in for me
you *******’ Hornyold-Strickland, the man with
electric pace and a silver spoon in his mouth.
It was good to see some of the new breed out
there too: James Harper and Peter Januszewski
along with Peter Scott and, the only man to
accelerate while moving sideways, Ono Jato.

Edwards, Harry (gentleman’s relish) Elias, Joe (playing
with the boys) Emsley, Charles (he pushed me first) FaneGladwin, Mike (bottom line) Foulkes, Tim(ten Bensons)
Jones, Donnach (the game) McNulty, Sebastian (Bass)
Price, Andrew (the little prince) Pynegar, Joe (here’s
to you Mrs) Robinson, Henry (blame it on the boogie)
Shepperd, Tom (dry your eyes) Simcox, Tom (rickrolling)
Strelczak, Ben (pygmy) Todd, ( Jeremy) Kyle Vivian,
Simon (I’m a Barbie girl in a Barbie world) Williams,
Joe (off-white) Wheeler.
‘The Best of the Rest’ Squad: Marcus Arundell, Adam
Bell, Sam Bennett, James Bridge, James Campbell, Seb
Cook, Charlie Elias, Giovani Fragapane, Matt Freeman,
James Harper, Max Hemmings, Sam Hill, Francis
Hornyold-Strickland, Peter James, Peter Januszewski,
Ono Jatto, Caspian Johnson, Stuart Johnson, Michael
Jones, Josh Luck, Johnny Neville, Harry Robinson, Olly
Robinson, Dan Ryan-Lowes, Peter Scott, Forbes Sharp,
Jamie Vivian, Tom Wheeler.
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Ethical
Shark Fishing?
Robert Lau

For the last 25 years New Zealand based former
pupil Robert Lau (PPC 53-56) has been running
Talaford Sea Products, a ‘sustainable’ shark fishery.

Sharks
& Sardines of South Africa
Oliver McGivern left Prior in July 2005 and
went on to graduate from Durham University
with a 2:1 BSc (Hons) in Natural Sciences with
Maths & Economics. In his post-university
gap year Oliver has worked and travelled,
reporting back on his adventures:
Having watched Spielberg’s Jaws at the
impressionably young age of 10, I begged
not to go to Bournemouth that summer for
fear we would all be massacred in the English
Channel! 12 years later, after spending 10 weeks
in South Africa, I now choose to dive with
sharks whenever possible. This trip dispelled the
ludicrous media myths surrounding sharks –
in particular the ‘man eating’ Great White.

On one trip I saw a Great White
leap fully out of the water with a
seal lodged between its jaws and the
subsequent thrashing of the unlucky
victim before the water turned red.
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Oliver McGivern

After leaving Gansbaai, watching the British
Lions and throwing ourselves off the world’s
highest bungee jump, my brother Harvey and
I travelled up the Wild Coast for the famous
Sardine Run. The mass migration of 10 million
sardines up the east coast in June attracts legions
of predators and produces a spectacular feeding
While in Gansbaai I met ‘Sharkman’ Michael
frenzy. The dolphins corral the sardines into
Rutzen, renowned for diving cageless among
Great Whites. Mike and other experts are trying a ball and then the fun begins. Hundreds of
gannets circle overhead and start bombing the
to educate the public on shark behaviour: there
are, on average, only 100 shark attacks worldwide water at 60mph. This was our cue –we sped
over to the action where we jumped off the
a year, nine of which are fatal - a remarkably
boat and swam right into the middle. The water
low incidence considering how many people
was teeming with dolphins, sharks and gannets
now enter their habitats. If you ran alongside
all ripping into the rapidly diminishing ball
a pride of hunting lions you would be lucky to
of sardines. Then – just three metres from us
last ten minutes, especially if you were dressed
a 12m Brydes Whale surged through, mouth
like a zebra. Yet only a tiny number of surfers,
agape, clearing up the remaining sardines in one
who effectively dress up as ‘seals’ and then swim
mouthful. We were still bubbling obscenities
alongside hunting sharks, are attacked. When
when another giant whale swam below, its
the shark’s exceptional sensory system is fooled
by the surfer’s fancy dress, 98% of attacks include tail stopping a metre short of me.
only one bite before the shark realises its mistake
Experiencing the Sardine Run was quite
and backs off.
certainly the best day of my life so far. I highly
In fact sharks are not the hunters but the hunted. recommend this project for a gap year and
anybody interested is welcome to contact me.
To supply the devastating demands of the Asian
oliver_mcgivern@hotmail.com
shark fin soup trade, up to100 million sharks
have their fins removed whilst still alive, only
The photos opposite were taken by Oliver of the
to be chucked back into the sea to die. The fins
Sardine Run and his close encounters with the
are thought to have medicinal properties, but
Great White.
this has now been scientifically disproven. The
practice is not only barbaric but, with some
shark populations reduced by 90%, there is
a devastating knock on ecological effect.
It started with five weeks in Gansbaai, the
Great White Shark capital of the world where
we combined training in biology, behaviour,
conservation and attacks, with trips out to sea to
watch the sharks, from above and below the water.

Fighting the stigma attached to his
successful export business, Robert
is keen to counter the popular belief
that ‘when the buying stops, the killing
will stop’ as global media attention
highlights the appalling cruelty of
shark fin exporters in other parts
of the world.

But things are different in New Zealand, where
the government fisheries Quota Management
System (QMS) sets welfare standards and
protects prevalence of individual shark species.
New Zealand journalist Peter Stevens wrote
an article in Robert’s defence, published
in ‘Seafood’ in 2004, making the following
key points:
- The ‘finning’ of live sharks is forbidden
in New Zealand
- Fins taken in New Zealand are a by-product
of the shark fisheries under the quota system
or from sharks taken as legal ‘by-catch’
- All commercial fish species have an annual
quota setting the quantity in tonnes that|
can be caught in any one year
- Sharks are caught only for their flesh and
not for products like lipstick, skin cream,
jewellery, liver oil or jaws
Robert is happy to answer questions from
anybody with an interest in this topic and can
provide copies of Mr Stevens’ original article
robert@talaford.co.nz
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He entertained us all with a fascinating talk
about his amazing record-breaking career. One
of his themes, drawn from his own schooldays,
was the positive impact inspirational teachers
can have on their young students. He spoke
about the Duke of Edinburgh award scheme something close to David’s heart since, at the age
of 13, it gave him his first taste of challenging
outdoor pursuits and offered a hint of the future
that lay ahead. He also talked about the ‘real
and worrying’ impacts of climate change from
first-hand experience of the environmental
conditions at the North Pole.
Not content to remain on terra firma, David
is also an accomplished balloonist, holding 46
FAI (Fédération Aéronatuique Internationale)
world aviation records. Just before the Dinner
in October, he smashed the prevailing
ballooning endurance record – completing
a 200 mile flight in the smallest man-carrying
helium balloon, travelling from Missouri to
Oklahoma in 14 and a quarter hours. (The
previous record had been an eight hour and 12
minute flight achieved by Coy Foster in 1983).

2009
PPA Dinner
We were excited to welcome famous British
explorer and adventurer, and Prior Park parent,
David Hempleman-Adams as Guest of Honour
at the PPA Dinner on 17th October 2009.
It was the best attended dinner for some years
and we were pleased to see loyal diners and
newcomers alike.

At the end of his talk David took various
interesting questions from the audience. Former
pupil, Brian Auty, asked him to speculate on
whether the British explorers Mallory and Irvine
might in fact have reached the 29,035 ft summit
of Everest on their ill-fated expedition in 1924.
This remains one of mountaineering’s greatest
unsolved mysteries – only Mallory’s body has
been recovered and the Kodak camera loaned to
him for the trip, and which might reveal the true
story, has never been located.
David has two daughters currently studying at
Prior, Camilla and Amelia; the eldest, Alicia,
left in 2009. All three girls have inherited the
adventurous genes – Alicia became the youngest
woman to trek across Baffin Island in 2005,
Camilla became the youngest British woman
to ski to the North Pole in 2008 and David is
planning a special project to share with Amelia.

We also welcomed the new Headmaster
and his wife Ali to their first PPA Dinner.
James Murphy-O’Connor spoke of his
strong connection with Prior and his delight
at taking up the Headship, and Headboy,
Freddie Searight, and Headgirl, Hannah Eyre,
David Hempleman-Adams is the first person
entertained us with their perspective on life at
in history to have achieved the ‘Explorers’ Grand the College. The convivial evening drew to a
Slam’ - which involved climbing the highest
close with port and chocolates in the Mansion
peaks in each of the seven continents and
reaching the North and South geographic and
magnetic poles. In all, David has made 30 Arctic
expeditions and has reached the various poles
a record 14 times.
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Special Guest Comes to Prior Park College
The PPA Dinner 2010 takes place on Saturday
16th October and we are delighted that our
Guest of Honour will be former Prior Park
pupil, Cardinal Cormac Murphy-O’Connor,
Archbishop Emeritus of Westminster.
Cardinal Cormac is one of five Murphy-O’Connor
brothers who studied at Prior – three of whom
entered the priesthood – Cormac, Brian and
Patrick. The eldest is Jim, who played rugby for
Ireland, became a doctor and is father to the
current Headmaster, James.
Having left Prior, Cormac began his studies for
the priesthood in 1950 at the Venerable English
College in Rome and was ordained on 28th
October 1956.
He went on to be appointed the tenth Archbishop
of Westminster in February 2000. Later that year
he was elected President of the Catholic Bishops’
Conference of England and Wales. Cormac was
created a Cardinal by Pope John Paul II in the
2001 Consistory and was one of the cardinal
electors who participated in the 2005 papal
conclave. Cardinal Cormac’s resignation as
Archbishop of Westminster, tendered at the
mandatory retirement age of 75, was accepted
in April 2009 when Pope Benedict appointed
Cormac’s successor, Vincent Nichols. In October
2009 Cardinal Cormac was appointed a member
of the Congregation for Bishops, and also a
member of the Congregation for the Evangelization
of Peoples, where he will serve until his 80th
birthday in 2012.
The PPA Dinner 2010 also marks an important
milestone in the history of the PPA since
it signals the end of Christopher Liu’s five
year term as President of the Association.
Christopher will present his successor Simon
Howell (PPC 64-70) with the official PPA
Presidential chain of office during the evening.
Ticket prices are £33 per head or £22 for those
in full time education. There is no requirement
for black tie and reunion tables can be organised
for the evening if you would like to get a group
of friends together. If you have any queries or
would like help from the PPA Office please
get in touch

Simon Langley

Class of 79
Over the course of the day, we made our way
from various points to Bath’s Aqua Restaurant
on Walcot Street. I’d arranged to meet up with
Alan Prentice and Lincoln Rupesinghe a little
earlier at Bath Cricket Club. To be honest,
though, I was feeling a certain amount of
trepidation about how things might go in the
evening. After all, I hadn’t been back to Prior for
around 25 years, and hadn’t seen some of those
planning to attend in 30 years – would I even
recognise them?
In the end, I need not have worried – as more
and more of us gathered in the bar, the years
seemed to fall away.

Yes, we were all a little greyer, or
thinner on top. A number of us, me
included, were also carrying a few
more pounds than in 1979 – although
a fair number seemed to have stayed
in remarkably good shape! And yet
everyone seemed to recognise each
other almost instantly.

thirty years older!
Dominic Cronin, Karim Ghaidan, William
Tsao, Theparit Yodprasit, Mark Ashworth,
Clifford Lasrado, Tim Kwok, Alan Prentice
and me.
Dinner downstairs in the restaurant was quite
a noisy but very happy affair. The food and
wine were good, and the staff incredibly patient
with us. We spent a lot of time just catching
up and reminiscing about the school staff as
well as the pupils. We did take the opportunity
to remember those who are no longer with us,
as well as those who were unable to join us
(Tim Noble, Richard Buckley, Graham Foxwell
(The Fox), Victor Abdullah and Alex Lowe
amongst others).
In the end, as the time came to depart for the
night, it occurred to me, and to a number of us,
that we shouldn’t have let such a long time pass
without re-uniting. I, for one, will certainly be
making every effort to try and get together with
at least a few of my old classmates on a much
more frequent basis.
Some members of the Class of 79 made their
way up to Prior on Sunday morning (not too
many made Mass!) to join the Association Day
hogroast lunch, to swap stories with retired
teachers Brian Bane and Sy Symonds and to
revisit old haunts, coming away with Prior Park
ties and sweatshirts. Other former staff invited
to join the reunion, but unable to make that
weekend included Tony Ryan, Bro Gregory
Miller, Dr David Carr and Bro George Gordon
Top image left to right:Kharim Ghaidan, Balaji,
Lincoln Rupesinghe, Alan Prentice, Clifford Lasrado,
William Tsao, Mark Ashworth, Dominic Cronin,

Those who joined the reunion group at Aqua
included: Christopher Liu, Charles Pitto,
Lincoln Rupesinghe, A.K. Balaji Prasad (Balaji),
Christakis Demosthenes (Akis), Albert Codali,

Simon Langley, Charles Pitto, Akis, Christopher Liu,
Albert Codali, Timothy Kwok.
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Giles Mercer
It started with Mrs Pepler’s idea in September
of 2008. With the backing of the College and
the help of Dee Miller and the PPA, a covert
operation cranked up, harnessing the reach and
influence of Facebook, the former pupils’ database
and word of mouth. The mission? To mark the
forthcoming retirement of Dr Giles Mercer,
after 13 years at the helm of Prior Park College.
And so it was that the Mansion threw open its
doors on the evening of Friday 12th June 2009
to welcome a large and diverse group of former
pupils and staff, some of whom had travelled
long distances to be there. All were united by one
objective – to celebrate the positive impact one
man had had on their school life, their choice
of higher education and career or simply their
enjoyment of happy years spent at Prior, either
as a student or a member of staff. Giles had
guided all these individuals in one way or another.
Whilst all wanted to express their thanks and wish
Giles and Caroline well as they embarked on a
new phase in their lives, it was evident that Dr
Mercer relished the opportunity to revisit the
reason that he, and Caroline too, had invested so
much of themselves in the College. Giles’ delight
at having the chance to reconnect with his former
students and staff reminded us all just why he is
such a highly respected and well loved Headmaster.

He spoke movingly and with
characteristic humour of his love
for Prior Park and all the wonderful
young people and colleagues who
had enriched his experience as
Headmaster. The Prosecco (Giles’
favourite fizz) flowed and the
hogroast was served on the Mansion
portico overlooking the stunning
views of Bath as this happy and
memorable evening unfurled. It was
past midnight when the last guests
left, having drunk the party dry!

Retirement Party

Amongst other former pupils whose names
we may not have logged, we were delighted
to welcome back: Suzannah Angelo-Sparling,
Joseph Baker, Jessi Baker, Gavin Barrett, Tim
Birts, Lizz Blackledge, Emily Bradshaw, Fiona
Brooks, Mike Burton, Tom Bury, Tony Bury,
Sophie Campbell, Jo Close, Dan Dando,
Christian Davis, Iheuk Duru, Georgia
Edwards, Charles Fane-Gladwin, Izzy
Graham-Brown, Sophie Fohlmann, Maz
Fragapane, Alexa Garner, Marianne Godard,
Dan Hart, Naomi Hawes, Hetty Hobbes,
Francis Hornyold-Strickland, the Humphreys
– India, Megan and Tolly, Piers King, Oli
King, Jack King, Mark Lethby, Phoebe
Mahon, Ellie McCarey, Sabrina Nicholson,
Sophie O’Donovan, Madeleine Pitt, Katie
Playfair, Sarah Ross, Hannah Smith, Michael
Stevens, Nick Stuart, Emma Stubbs, Lydia
Symonds and Tom Yardley.
Current members of the Common Room were
there and amongst returning staff were Hugh
Bell, Liz Jewett, Rachel Musson, Shirley Nevell
and Tom and Rachel Owens.
Thanks go to those who organised Facebook
groups and to all those who let us know, with
good wishes to pass on, that they were unable
to join the party

Paul and Susannah Jermin

Karl and Sophie White

Oliver and Claire Davis

On Saturday 3rd January 2009 Susy Newland
(PPC 95-00) married Paul Jermin in the Chapel
of Our Lady of the Snows at Prior Park. It was
a beautiful day in a beautiful setting shared by
many friends and family, including Susy’s sisters
Isabel Cave (PPC 87-89) and Joanna Mackenzie
(PPC 91-93) who were bridesmaids. Other
former pupils who attended were Gemma
Keogh (née Thompson), Hannah Walker,
Catriona Stewart, Katie Playfair, Dominic
Cave, Anna Battersby (née Cave), Helen and
sister Sophie O’Donovan.

On the 1st August 2009 Sophie Shaw (PPC
94-01) was married to Karl White in the school
Chapel; the perfect venue for Sophie since she
had such fond memories of singing in the Chapel
Choir. Although Karl is from Lancashire, the
couple met in Bath; Karl is in the RAF and based
at Lyneham.

The wedding of Claire Haworth (PPC 94-01)
and Oliver Davis took place in the Chapel of our
Lady of the Snows on the 29th August 2009.

Claire also finished her PhD in Behavioural
Genetics in July 2009, and is now an MRC/
ESRC research fellow at the Institute of
Psychiatry in London. Claire met Oliver while
On the day the Chapel was full of family and
they were both studying for their PhDs, and
friends from as far afield as Lancashire and North they now live in the beautiful Kent countryside.
Wales, whilst the best man even jetted in from
the States. The Chapel aisle was lined with rose
The wedding was wonderful and other ex-PPC
petals and blue hydrangea florets with beautiful
guests included Siobhan Rogers, Elizabeth
Guests travelled from all over the world including single stem hydrangeas attached to every other
Rideal, Dr and Mrs Mercer, Father Peter
Isabel and Dominic Cave who have been living
pew. The front of the Chapel had clear glass
Cornwell and of course Claire’s five brothers,
in Edmonton, Canada for the last 13 years with
statement vases with huge blue hydrangea heads Peter, Andrew, James, Matthew and Joseph,
their three children; and Joanna Mackenzie who flowing from them. Sophie walked down the
who were all ushers at the wedding.
now lives in Wellington, New Zealand with her
aisle in a stunning Caroline Castigliano gown
husband and two children.
escorted by her six beautiful bridesmaids wearing After a reception at Prior Park, the wedding
pale pink Vera Wang dresses with pleated trains. party moved on to Ston Easton Park for the
Susy and Paul met in Liverpool when she was
The bridesmaids included her sister Hannah
wedding breakfast.
staying with Catriona Stewart during the summer Anderson, Lissie Joyce (née Morris) and Annika
of 2002. They now live in Liverpool where Susy
Sharp. Karl looked very handsome in his RAF
Claire can be contacted on:
teaches Drama and English and her husband is a Dress Uniform and Daisy Emsley sang a beautiful cmahaworth@hotmail.com
Registrar in Trauma and Orthopaedic Surgery
rendition of Bach’s ‘Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring’
Photography by Jan McDonald
accompanied by Chris Dearmer.
Photography by Lee Neil

www.blenheimphotography.co.uk

After the ceremony ‘The Moon Loungers’
serenaded the guests who were sipping
Champagne and eating canapés in the Mansion
Hall. Sophie and Karl dodged the drizzle to
get some photographs and despite the weather
Prior Park and the views did not disappoint.
Many of Sophie’s old school friends were able
to join the celebrations and they all enjoyed
being back at Prior.
The wedding party then made its way to The
Park Resort at Wick for more Champagne,
delicious food and an evening reception. Chinese
lanterns were set aloft later in the evening and
the live band played them out to what was the
most magical of days. The next day, after a lunch
with family and friends at Sophie’s parents’
house, the newlyweds set off on their three week
honeymoon to Singapore and Bali

eddings
at Prior Park
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89

Class of
Nick Flanagan

The time 4pm, the date Saturday 27 June 2009,
the location Bath. The disappointment of the
Lions’ unjust 25 – 28 defeat by the Springboks
was soon replaced by raucous laughter as Paul
Mills-Hicks and James Stratton recounted their
schoolboy attack on an innocent bystander (in
this case a car) with a branch in Combe Down.
I believe they had a worrying few hours with
Bath’s local Constabulary but lived to tell the
tale. Was it really twenty years ago...?

I started organising this reunion in October 2008
and would like to mention a couple of people
specifically who helped me –John Richards (not
sure what he did!) and Harriet Canon (organised
the restaurant). Harriet lives in Chobham with
her husband Mike and little girl. But all the real
praise needs to go to… ME. I found you all;
I cajoled, threatened and bombarded you with
reminders until you had nowhere to turn.

Having organised drinks reunions in London
over the years it was generally the same faces who
showed up – Paul M-H (how much do you earn
again?), James S, Ian Renfrew, Ali Bryan, Harriet
Cannon and Jeff Huggett. A highlight was July
2008’s meet, when John Richards (architect and
well rounded individual, married with a baby)
Alex Giove (Police – Manchester) and Puke
Lice (that’s Luke Price for those uninitiated in
the workings of Mr Bane’s 5th set Maths, where
I was Naganalf and Mark Dustin, Nitsud) all
turned up. Puke, as he was fondly known, was
without doubt one of the funniest people I knew
at school (now opera singer at the Royal Opera
House, married with child).

In the photograph above from left to right were
Gabrielle Davies, John Richards, Juile McEnery,
Gabriel Wong, Ian Renfrew, Eileen McPeake,
Mrs Tobin, Paul Mills Hicks, Alistar Bryan,
Peter Donnelly, Caroline Gibney, Alex Giove,

Proceedings for the 20 year reunion began, very
positively, in the Saracen’s Head watching the
rugby. Gabriel Wong had made a monumental
effort and flown all the way from Hong Kong,
then travelled up from London with Paul M-H
and James that morning. Paul is some big cheese
in Sainsbury’s, married with twin girls and a
toddling little boy, James lives in Richmond
and I can’t remember what he does, Gabriel
lives in Hong Kong with his wife and baby
daughter Charlotte and he runs a shop selling
really expensive watches.

Harriet Cannon, James Stratton, Dominic Cave,
Robert O’Sullivian, Patrick Tobin, Isabel Cave,
Nick Flanagan, Jamie Reid.
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We all then retired to The Boater (which seemed
strangely small compared to the days when we

hid in the alcoves to avoid being ID’d) and sat
outside in the warm sun as people started to
turn up... in no particular order:

Pete Donnelly and his wife Sarah and five
month old Sophie (Pete works and lives in
London), Ali Bryan (he hasn’t changed a bit
and is in advertising in London), John Richards
(married with baby, could be babies, and lives
in Guildford), Alex Giove (copper up North
with his girlfriend Karen), Gabby Akbar (Davies)
and her husband Anthony (Gabby has returned
to Bath now and lives near a pub with a polar
bear on it with two kids), Ian Renfrew made
a last gasp appearance having managed to
swap a shift at Barts in London where he is
an anaesthesiologist.
Suddenly a few faces not glimpsed in 20 years:
Dominic Cave (lives in Edmonton, Canada with
his wife Isabel, as in Isabel née Newland, and
their two children) and then, Lord of lords it was
the mighty talent that is, and was, Jamie Reid
(lives in Weston and still plays first team rugby),
Julie McEnery was instantly recognisable and my
first reaction was “I can’t remember you having
an Irish accent!” Julie is an Astrophysicist
with NASA.

At the restaurant we met up with Patrick and
Margery Tobin. Patrick also left Prior in 1989
and became the Principle of a co-ed Catholic
school in Edinburgh. They retired to the Isle of
Wight where they have their hands full juggling
their four children and eight grandchildren.
For those who didn’t know, Patrick is my first
cousin once removed (his mum and my dad’s dad
were brother and sister). No really he is family!
Eileen McPeake, now retired from Prior, hasn’t
changed a bit and seemed to flourish under all
the attention from her adoring boarders. She was
great! Caroline Black (Gibney) lives and works
in Bath. And last but not least Rob O’Sullivan
arrived; he works and lives in New York with
his wife and child.
Apologies to any I’ve missed. And for those
with a vague update on your current life and
nameless children!
The reunion grand total was 22 including our
three honorary guests, Patrick and Margery
Tobin and Eileen McPeake. Patrick kindly gave
a speech (excerpts printed opposite) I don’t
think many of us were aware quite how close
Prior came to closing… for ever. But the school
has continued to flourish - long may it continue!
I’ll be organising a summer 2010 reunion;
keep an eye out for my email

Below is an extract from the speech by
Patrick Tobin at the class of 89 reunion.

“Thank you very much Nick for organising this
reunion and thank you, all of you, for having
Margery and me as your guests this evening.

Of course, we go back much further than 20 years.
Some of you are the heroes who were the advance
guard of the new Prior Park – or, rather, your
parents were the heroes who perceived something
that was by no means very apparent in 1982
(when the lay administration had had barely a
year in charge following the Christian Brothers
departure). Looking at Prior now – a school of
over 500 pupils, with hundreds of girls, you should
allow yourselves a quiet pride – that, if it hadn’t
been for you, none of this would have happened.
It has gone from strength to strength, thanks to
the outstanding leadership of Giles Mercer who
has done a superb job - and retires next week.
Back in September 1981 there were almost as
many new staff as there were new boys. Gerald
Davies became part of the very fabric of the
place; Paul and Helen Fisher were in that first
group. Richard Wells came fresh to teaching
from the Wildfowl Trust in Slimbridge and
nearly 30 years on, he is with Prior still. Among
the support staff, Lesley Richards was a rock of
support, with a wonderful talent for exuding
steady calm in the madhouse of the Mansion.
Did you all know Kathy Rowsell? You will
certainly remember Tom Fullman – “All right
then?” How many of you were in a club run by
that marvellous friend of Prior, John Weston?

The new Prior Park was to
be a family school rooted
in Catholic values.

I delight in your successes today, but that my
former pupils should experience joy in their
own families and should treasure and cultivate
the values epitomised by Father Paul and Eileen
McPeake, and Sidney and Mary Ash and John
and Elizabeth Moran, is more important to me
than any degree of material success. That way
the Prior Park that we built together will have
something lastingly worthwhile to offer society.
Good luck and God Bless!”

Prior Park

Memorabilia
James Scrase etching of Prior Park

Chapel Choirs CD

The unmounted print depicting the view up
across the lawns to the Mansion and St Peter’s
measures approximately 29cm x 41cm to include
the border. It is printed in black on an off-white
background.

A new CD of choral and organ music from the
Chapel year has been produced. ‘Laudate’ is
dedicated to retired Headmaster, Dr Giles Mercer
in recognition of his enthusiastic support for the
Chapel Choirs throughout his time at Prior. The
CD was presented to him at an informal concert
Anybody who would like a copy please send a
in Bath Abbey in January 2010. If you would like
cheque made payable to Prior Park Association
a copy of the CD please send a cheque made
for £10 to include UK postage and packaging,
payable to Prior Park College for £13 (£12 for
to The PPA Office c/o Prior Park College, Ralph the CD plus £1 postage and packaging for UK
Allen Drive, Bath BA2 5AH. Overseas postage
addresses - please request a postage charge for any
quotes can be obtained from Debbie O’Bryan on other destinations) - or £10 per CD for multiple
ppa@priorpark.co.uk
orders. Send your name, address and cheque to
Celia Paterson, Music Secretary, Prior Park College,
PPA Tie
Bath BA2 5AH. Celia can be contacted on
music@priorpark.co.uk or on 01225 831004
The Prior Park Association tie is available from
School Uniform
the PPA Office in silk at £20, in polyester at
£10 or as a silk bow tie at £12. UK postage and
packaging is an additional £2, cheques should be Items of school uniform, including the striped
made payable to Prior Park Association please – Prior Park scarf can be bought online from the
College supplier John Moore Stitch and Print
overseas postage quotes can be obtained from
in Bath at www.jmsstitchandprint.co.uk
the PPA Secretary

Celebrating the history of Prior Park College – and requesting your help!
We are currently in the process of creating
traditional oak boards to display in the College
in order to celebrate the history of Prior Park and
its people.
The first board will list all the Presidents and
Headteachers of Prior Park College, going back
to its early days as an educational establishment
in 1830. Another will list all the Heads of school
from the very first records that exist.
In celebration of the sporting prowess that has
emerged from Prior, we plan to create a third
board detailing all those pupils who have played

at an international level, including Damian
Cronin who played rugby for Scotland, Jim
Murphy-O’Connor who played for Ireland,
John Palmer who played for England and
John Scott-Oldfield who was an international
sprinter. However, the school records of those
who achieved this level of success in their sport
are incomplete and this is where we would
welcome help from our readers. If anybody has
information on peers or other former pupils
they remember whose names should be included
please get in touch with the PPA Office (contact
details on the back cover). Thank you
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Graham McDonald 1966 – 2009
Graham, aka ‘Mac’, started his Prior career at
Cricklade, aged just six. He felt at home from the
outset, alongside his older brother Gordon and in
the care of the Christian Brothers, for whom he
felt great affection. He soon learned however that
stepping out of line was not a good option and
his strategies for avoiding detection in schoolboy
misdemeanours became legendary!
During all his years at Prior, Graham was
an enthusiastic and passionate sportsman.

His trademark being white ankle
socks over his rugby socks. He was
a fearless rugby player, fullback and
scrumhalf, tidy and disciplined.

His highlight was the 84/85 season Oxford
Sevens win, (something Prior had only managed
once before when the team had included
Gordon) - for seven young men it must have
been one of the loudest ‘Ogi, Ogi, Ogi’s’ heard
in the front hall of St Pauls! In first team cricket,
wicketkeeper was Graham’s spot. Hockey didn’t
interest him much, being, to quote: ‘For men
who needed a weapon because they weren’t man
enough to play rugby!’ He became Roche House
dormitory prefect in the Sixth Form, deserving
all the respect he earned from the younger boys –
always a fair and caring prefect with time to help.
He went on to study Economics (although it
turned out to be the wrong subject choice for
him) at Ealing College where he made a first class
president of the College Rugby Club!
Happily he found his true vocation on joining
the Wiltshire Constabulary. Not being one to
seek promotion or recognition, he spent several
years in Cricklade and Swindon as a dedicated
community policeman and role model for local
youths. Although content there, he was moved
to the CID in Swindon where he proved to
be a tireless and talented detective, winning
commendations from the Wiltshire Coroner
for indepth investigations and becoming one
of only two grade five detectives.
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Graham maintained his love of rugby
throughout and became a staunch supporter
of Bath. Whilst in Cricklade he got involved
in the Prep School’s rugby training and helped
out on numerous sports tours. He was also
passionate about music - Dire Straits and Simon
& Garfunkel in our schooldays - but mostly
he will be remembered for his obsession with
Adam and the Ants!
He was a very proud man – of his parents, of his
sister Caroline, her three wonderful children, also
his Scottish ancestry, ‘kilting up’ at any opportunity.
In the last five years he found happiness in his
relationship with Becky, the love of his life, and
took great pleasure in her three sons’ achievements.
Graham was always well liked and popular both at
school and beyond into his adult life, consistently
loyal, generous and dependable. Losing Graham is
like losing a cornerstone in life, suddenly things
seem a bit uncertain. Prior Park was a part of
Graham, something that was relished and never
forgotten, a memory that was good to go back to

Michael Bernard Brooks 1930 – 2009

Leonard Norman Pardoe 1920 – 2009

Peter Minahan 1952 – 2010

Roy Cox 1938 – 2009

We were saddened to hear of the unexpected
death of Michael Brooks in Ipswich Hospital
on 28th October 2009. He had been admitted
to hospital the previous week with breathing
difficulties and eventually succumbed to lung
cancer. His well-attended Requiem Mass was
held at the church of St Felix, Felixstowe. Our
thoughts are with his widow, Frances, their
children, Anne, Fiona, Michael and Bernard
and his eight grandchildren.

Leonard Pardoe, who died in September 2009
was the last surviving of three brothers who were
pupils at Prior Park College in the 1930’s.

Peter ‘Mini’ Minahan arrived at Cricklade in
September 1960. In what seemed like no time he
established for himself a reputation as a gentle,
fun loving boy with a keen sense of humour and
a great sense of friendship which, together with
a mischievous quality, made him popular with
all who had the privilege of knowing him.

Roy was born on 10th April 1938 and arrived
at Prior in September 1950. He had previously
been educated at St Dominic’s, St Leonards
on Sea which has produced many pupils for
the College.

Michael was born in April 1930 to Francis and
Kathleen Brooks, of Highgate, North London.
He served Mass both at St Joseph’s Church,
Highgate and subsequently Our Lady of Muswell
Church, after they moved to that Parish.
In 1940 he joined his older brother Edward at
Prior, followed at Prior by brothers John, Francis
and Peter. He played school rugby, hockey and
cricket and remarked that he was the only second
row forward to pack down with an Archbishop
(Jackie Ward), having a Diocesan Bishop (Mervyn
Alexander) as lock forward behind!
‘Mike’ left Prior in 1947 and joined insurance
brokers J.H. Minet & Co. with whom he remained
until he retired as a full board member 48 years
later. Given leave of absence to do his National
Service in the Royal Navy in 1948, he served as
Sickbay attendant (First Class) for 18 months.
During this time the Navy took advantage of his
prowess on the hockey field and he often represented
the senior service. On returning to Minets, he
travelled extensively in North America and
Australasia as an expert on Professional Indemnity
Insurance for the legal profession. He was well known
and respected in the London insurance market.
Mike married Frances, a Sister at the Royal
Northern Hospital, in 1961; the wedding
took place in Dublin.
Latterly Mike took up golf. On retirement,
he moved to Ickburgh, Norfolk and finally to
Felixstowe, Suffolk and in both places joined the
local Golf Club. He enjoyed the annual PPA Golf
Day - all his brothers participated at one time or
another – and he was disappointed to miss the
2009 event because of declining health.
Michael was a staunch and enthusiastic Catholic
throughout and he took full part in parish life
wherever he lived. He will be sorely missed by
the Brothers of Northern Heights with whom
he spent many happy evenings and by the
members of the Province 14 Golf Society
of which he was an enthusiastic member.
May he rest in peace

James, Leonard, John and their younger sister
Jane were the children of Lesley and Margaret
Pardoe. Lesley, a civil engineer, worked for
the Port Authority in Shanghai, China, a busy
trading centre and a vital outpost of the British
Empire in the Far East.

He spent several weeks devising a suitable excuse
and succeeded in getting that very rare thing,
a pass into the village, where he was able to deal
In 1933 James and Leonard then 16 and 13 years with what he considered a major deficiency
old undertook the six week journey by sea to
in the diet, through buying the biggest bottles
England, to begin their education at Prior Park. of Ketchup and HP Sauce he could find.
Lesley’s parents lived in Bridgewater, Somerset
Unfortunately he was searched on his return
and the two boys spent their school holidays
and the sauces confiscated, only for them to
with them. In 1936, with tensions rising in the
appear in the dining room that evening. He
east the family returned to England and John
created a distraction and the sauces left with
followed his older brothers to Prior Park.
him at the end of the meal.
There are sadly very few anecdotes regarding
their time at Prior, save Leonard’s description
of some unauthorised caving expeditions which
took place in and around local quarries. This
seems entirely plausible, especially to his son
Sebastian, who undertook a similar outing in
the early 1970’s!

He was a devoted sportsman throughout his time
at Cricklade and the College where he played
rugby, hockey and cricket (Captain). He was
also in the swimming team where a special event,
the plunge, was developed to suit his physique
and his amazing ability to hold his breath for
extraordinary lengths of time.

James was head boy and captain of the first XV
in 1935 and Leonard appears in the second XV
team photo of that year. Amongst his teammates
on that occasion was the late Denis Gilmer with
whom he regularly kept in touch.

Peter was a quantity surveyor in Truro and
a member of the CAMRA, attending local
festivals, staying till the beer ran dry. There
he met and married Lesley and they had three
children, Jamie, Kelly and Bethany.

The outbreak of war in 1939 saw the boys
despatched to various parts of the globe. James,
by now a doctor, joined the Army Medical Corp
and served in India. Leonard who had started
his legal training, joined the Signals Corp and
spent the war years in North Africa, Italy and
Germany. John served in the army in Asia.

He played Cricket for Truro at 1st, 2nd and
then 3rd Team when he would need a runner!
A member and past Chairman of the Truro
Round Table and a member of the 41 club he
was awarded the inaugural annual award “Old
fart of the year”. The cup remained with him
beside his bed until the end.

After the war James returned to Somerset
and became a GP in Portishead and Leonard
returned to the UK and completed his legal
training in London where he practised as a
solicitor. John returned to Cheltenham and
worked as a civil engineer. His life was tragically
cut short following illness in 1958 at the age
of only 36.

Everything came to a devastating halt when
Peter, in his mid 40’s, was struck down by a
cranial aneurysm, which, against all odds, he
survived albeit severely incapacitated. His Prior
school friends rallied round and raised money
to enable his house to be converted and modified
to suit his condition. Eventually the illness took
him and he died on 13th Feb 2010.

Leonard maintained his interest in Prior
throughout his life holding his time there and
the place itself in great affection. During his son
Sebastian’s years at Prior (1968-75) Leonard
was a frequent visitor and thereafter continued
to follow the progress of the school throughout
his life and attended old boys days whenever he
could. His last visit was in the summer of 2007

Peter had the support and comfort of Lesley
and the children right to the end. We will all
miss him

Roy left Prior in July 1954 having taken his
O Levels; he was to return to education later
in his life.
He then took over responsibility for his father’s
fruit and vegetable business during his father’s
illness, which meant early visits to Covent
Garden where his ability to mix with people
from all backgrounds was honed. In 1956 he
became eligible for National Service and joined
the RAF, and was stationed in Penang and
Hong Kong, working in radar.
After National Service he decided to pursue
a career in Air Traffic Control, and was waiting
for an offer when he found employment through
a Job Centre with Harrods as a temporary Sales
Assistant - and the rest was history!
Roy joined the Linen Department and eventually
became Linen Buyer and Divisional Manager
before becoming Merchandise Director and
Deputy Managing Director and for a short while
Acting Managing Director. His strengths were
his humour and business sense which helped
in his long and successful career at Harrods.
Roy was a Queens Park Rangers fan throughout
his life, together with Middlesex Cricket Club,
and also a member of the MCC. He took many
groups to Lords who enjoyed his generosity and
wit. In later years his passion for Golf took over
and again he was a generous host, at his club
Goodwood Marriott and Littlehampton. He
regularly attended the Prior Park Association
Golf Day.
In 1962 Roy married Maureen and they had
two children Paul and Victoria. There are now
three grandchildren, Lucy, Lottie and Elizabeth,
who brought him great joy. He was a most
caring grandfather.
Roy’s education at Prior Park did not do him
justice and in his retirement he fulfilled an
ambition and gained an Honours Degree in
History. Having achieved his degree he was
offered a Masters course but he decided not
to pursue it. Probably this was because he did
not always agree with his tutor!
Roy was a generous and amusing personality
and his untimely passing has left his many
friends with a great sense of loss
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Obituaries

continued
Edmond (Eddie) Bertelli 1945 - 2009
Eddie was the younger of two sons, John being
the elder, to Alma and Joe. Both brothers being
ex-pupils of Prior, many occasions were spent
reminiscing about days gone by at the College.

Eddie was an outstanding fast bowler,
playing for the school 1st X1; and
an accomplished athlete, holding
the Somerset boys record for the
400 metres.

After school, Eddie ventured into the catering
trade. Some years later he started, with the
help of his wife Merle, what was to become
a successful contract cleaning business in the
centre of Manchester.
Unfortunately early in 2009, he was diagnosed
with lung cancer. Despite seemingly successful
treatment, he died suddenly in June of 2009.
His passing has left a huge void in the lives
of family and friends

Irene’s funeral at Haycombe Crematorium
was attended by Stephen’s teaching colleagues
Tony O’Sullivan, Don Freeborn, Brian Bane,
Sy Symonds and Tony Ryan, alongside three
of Pat McMahon’s children. The thoughts
and prayers of the College and Association
go to Irene’s three daughters Christine,
Annemarie and Sylvia

Cricklade

report

Staff News - Irene Weetman
Mrs Irene Weetman died on 25th January 2010
from complications following a fall, aged 91
years. Former pupils will remember this tremendous
lady, the widow of the very popular Mr Stephen
H-Weetman, himself a former pupil of Prior
Park College who returned to teach as Head of
Modern Languages for 27 years from 1950-77.

Gerard Hobern

Special Awards

The Damian Timms Tennis Award
Now in its third year, the Damian Timms Tennis
Award 2009 went to Sebastian Symington and to
Georgina Everitt as the most improved male and
female tennis players in the Sixth Form

Many cups, prizes and awards have kindly
been donated by, or in memory of, former
pupils of the College.

Now in its second year, Marianna Dale was the
deserving winner at Speech Day 2009 of the
Mary Burnham Award for the girl who has made
remarkable progress during her time at Prior
Park College
The Prior Park Cup for Girls Hockey
This cup was donated to the College in 1987 by
two of the first girls to join the school: Suzannah
Angelo-Sparling (PPC 85-87) and Amanda
Purbrik (PPC 85-87). It is awarded to the girl
who has made the most improvement in her
hockey playing and the 2009 winner was
Emma Perkins

The PPA Music Prize
As well as offering gap year travel bursaries,
the PPA funds an annual Music Prize.
At the music recital preceding the PPA Dinner
on October 17th 2009, Nick Warren-Miller was
awarded music vouchers in recognition of his
outstanding contribution to the life of music
at Prior. Nick’s commitment to the Chapel Choir
has been exemplary and his exceptional talent
as a bass singer and character actor has been
witnessed in many school productions. Nick will
also be presented with the corresponding PPA
Music Cup at Speech Day 2010

report

The Ash Bursary for a deserving Catholic student
in the sixth form, bequeathed to Prior Park
College by the late Sidney and Mary Ash has
already helped to support one student through
A Level studies
The Warren-Peachey Debating Contest
Reflecting his love of discussion and informed
argument, former pupil Brian Warren-Peachey
(ex PPC 37) donated a wonderful leather bound
volume to the College to record the winners of
the annual school debating contest. The debate
topic and the names of the students in the
winning team are hand written in the book,
now on display in the Mansion Hall

Titus Mills
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Life at the school continues to be very busy
and purposeful. Sport, in particular, has been
especially successful. 35 children had the fantastic
experience of touring Barbados in April, playing
cricket, hockey and netball. Our cricket team
won three out of its four matches on the island
and then went on to lose only one ‘domestic’
fixture. The boys carried this form on into the
rugby season. Two of its members were selected
for the English Barbarian Prep School team
to tour Ireland. The boys then took the county
hockey title in March. Girls, too, lost only
one hockey fixture with real strength showing
through at U9 and U10 level in all sports.

We said farewell to Philip and Jane Chant in
the summer, who had been running the music
here for some 18 years – an impromptu farewell
musical concert by current and former pupils was
a remarkable occasion. This year’s play ‘Dream
On’, a modern day version of ‘Midsummer
Night’s Dream’, although ambitious, was a real
success and very entertaining.
20 of this year’s cohort of 30 Year 8 pupils have
just sat scholarship exams and I am delighted to
report that 17 awards have been offered to them.
Finally, after 16 years as Head, I will be stepping
down this year to resume a purely teaching
role at St. George’s College, Weybridge. Both
Nicky, my wife, and I have thoroughly enjoyed
our time here and are very proud of the school’s
development over the years and of all the
successes and achievements made by its pupils.
We are sure that the school will thrive in the years
to come

Paragon

The Ash Bursary

The Mary Burnham Award

This has been another hugely successful year
for the school. For the 10th year running, all
of our senior pupils were accepted to their first
choice of senior school with 16 of them gaining
awards for entry. We were delighted to expand
the school to include a Pre-Prep Department,
which currently has 55 children in five different
classes, situated in a bright, completely
refurbished building in what was formerly
the kitchen garden.

This is a fundraising project that has gathered
considerable momentum and interest. 12 large
model elephants were issued to local schools and
beautifully decorated by primary aged children.
The colourful herd was on display at The Paragon
Links between The Paragon and Prior Park College and at various prestigious sites around Bath.
continue to strengthen. Almost every day a minibus, Our pupils were invited to parade the elephants
in front of a rugby crowd of twelve thousand
full of Paragon pupils, travels up the hill, to make
at the Bath Rec, as well as being featured in the
good use of swimming facilities, the astroturf or
Bath Chronicle, Bath Life Magazine and on
playing fields. James Murphy-O’Connor, whose
youngest children - Sophie and Benjy – attend The local TV. From the sale of these elephants, at
Paragon, and I meet regularly, and we share a similar a grand auction later this summer term, The
Paragon is aiming to raise at least £10,000 to
vision for developing the education across each of
launch a tailors’ workshop at Bananule school
the schools. Nearly three quarters of The Paragon’s
oldest pupils, in Year 6, have accepted places at Prior for orphans in Kampala, Uganda.
Park College for September 2010. Their entrance
In many ways, this Parallelephants project
examination results were especially strong this year
with over 40% of 11 year olds receiving an award for expresses many of the values that run deep
academic, artistic, sports or all round achievement. at The Paragon – creativity, originality, a desire
to develop links with the community, both
locally and internationally, and a desire to help.
Like its senior school, The Paragon strives for
a healthy balance between academic rigour and
great breadth in its extra curricular activities. It is Among the many visitors to The Paragon, during
another busy and successful year, a herd of
a balance that works well ensuring full and busy
terms. Among the many exciting events that have African elephants was especially welcome!
taken place this year, one more unusual project
Photos courtesy of Vicki Bunn.
stands out - The Paragon’s ‘Parallelephants.’

The Paragon School continues to enjoy good
health. Not since 2002 has the pupil roll been
higher, with 272 children currently attending
the school, ranging from three to 11 years old.
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Year Group

Class of 10	Sophie Griffiths			
sophiegriffiths91@hotmail.com
Hannah Eyre			
dorydafish@hotmail.co.uk
Class of 09 Fiona Rae			
fionarae@hotmail.co.uk
Class of 08	Tom Yardley			
thomas@yardleyfamily.co.uk
Class of 07 vacancy
Class of 06 vacancy
Class of 05 vacancy
Class of 04	Elizabeth Munton-Blackledge
lizzmunton@hotmail.com
Class of 03 Anne-Marie Mould 		
marybell_uk@hotmail.com
Class of 02 vacancy
Class of 01 Matt Hayward			
mphayward@hotmail.com
Class of 00 	Tula Penfold			
t_penfold@hotmail.com
Jake Heather			
jcbheather@googlemail.com
Class of 99	Sam Hill 			
samhill912@hotmail.com
Class of 98 Fionnuala Kennedy
fk@royalhospitalschool.org
Helen Goodman (née O’Donovan)
hgoodman@prioprpark.co.uk
Class of 97 Chris Ash 			
chris@gviworld.com
Holly Hammill
hollyhammill@rfu.com
Class of 96 Andrea Palacios 			
andrea.s.palacios@gmail.com
Class of 95	Tim Hardie 			
timhardie@hotmail.com
Abigail Walsh 			
cathedralwind@yahoo.co.uk
Class of 94 vacancy
Class of 93	Simon Hewitt
simon.hewitt@audiopartnership.com
Class of 92 vacancy
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representatives
Many thanks to those who kindly responded
to last year’s request to fill the vacancies and act
as a point of contact for their peers. A few year
groups still lack representatives and offers would
be welcome. We also have sports representatives
for cricket, rugby, netball and hockey but more
within each sport would be helpful. It is not a job
for life – you can of course opt out, subcontract
to a friend or ask the PPA to find a replacement!
Please email Debbie O’Bryan in the PPA Office
on ppa@priorpark.co.uk or call 01225 835353
ext 244. Thank you.

Q: What year group are you part of ?

Class of 91

Classes of the early 50s 		
	Patrick Mason
patrickmason137@btinternet.com
Classes of the late 50s
Andy Owen
andrew.owen@uwclub.net
Classes of the late 40s
Rae Carter (address available from PPA Office)
Sports Representatives:
Rugby	Daniel Keepax
dkeepax@hotmail.com
Charles Fane-Gladwin
fane_g@hotmail.com
Cricket	Simon Brandon
and John Moore
bcjmoore@hotmail.com
George Harper 			
spinbowlerlegend@hotmail.com
Charlie O’Brien
charles.obrien007@googlemail.com
Old Boys’ Hockey
Lawrie Frere 			
lozf@hotmail.com
James Campbell
jimmyc.10@hotmail.co.uk
	Tom Wheeler
tlwheeler88@googlemail.com
Old Girls’ Hockey
Suzannah Angelo-Sparling
samas33@hotmail.com 		
Georgina Everitt 		
georginaeveritt@hotmail.com
Giorgia Smith 			
giorgiasmith@live.co.uk
Netball
Anne-Marie Layet 		
alayet@blueyonder.co.uk
Fiona Rae			
fionarae@hotmail.co.uk 		
Giorgia Smith 			
giorgiasmith@live.co.uk
Golf
Mike Stevens 			
michael@stevensonline.org

Edmund Layet
ed.layet@yohoo.co.uk
Class of 90 vacancy
Class of 89 Nick Flanagan
nick.flanagan@homeoffice.gsi.gov.uk
John Richards
j.richards@scottbrownrigg.com
Class of 88 vacancy
Class of 87 vacancy		
Class of 86	Edward Mason
pem.mason@tiscali.co.uk
Class of 85 Mark Gallen 			
mark@mgtrainingsolutions.com
Class of 84	Pierre Tanner
pierre@lbrd-photography.co.uk
Classes of 82 - 83 (‘The Lost Years’)		
Martin Fowler
martin.fowler1@ukonline.co.uk
	Tony Jiggins 			
jiggs@btinternet.com
Class of 81 vacancy
Class of 80 vacancy
Class of 79 Christopher Liu 		
cscliu@aol.com
Class of the late 70s		
William Van Heesewijk 		
vanh123@hotmail.com
Class of 75	Robin Fisher			
robin.6457@yahoo.fr
Classes of the early 70s
Andrew Zulver
andrew@zulver.com
Class of 68 	Tim Heining 			
timothyheining@hotmail.com
	Terry Ilott
terryilott@aol.com
Classes of the mid 60s
vacancy
Classes of early 60s 		
	Ian Haddon
i.haddon@btinternet.com
	Peter Hilton
peterhilton@waitrose.com

A: Year groupings are determined by the
summer of the year in which A Levels are
completed, i.e. the Upper VI. Thus if you left
from the Upper V after GCSEs or O Levels,
then you would belong to the Class of two
years later than your actual year of leaving.
Academic years cover two calendar years, so
the U VI in the 00/01 school year, become
the Class of 01.
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CALENDAR of events
REUNION OF THE CLASS OF 1962
plus Upper V leavers 1960

Saturday 26th June 2010
- BBQ lunch on Mansion Steps followed
by a tour of the National Trust property
- Drinks reception in Mansion 7.15pm
and dinner at the College 8pm

Sunday 27th June 2010
- Mass 11am and special reunion group
guided tour of the College 1.30pm
- Afternoon tea and cakes in Pavilion Old Boys’ Cricket match starting at 2pm
Contact:
Peter Hilton on peterhilton@waitrose.com
Ian Haddon on i.haddon@btinternet.com
ASSOCIATION DAY
Sunday 27th June 2010
- Mass 11am
- Ticketed Buffet Lunch for all: £10 adult
and £6 children 14 years and under (all day bar)
- Guided tours of the College
- Old Boys’ Cricket 2pm
- Afternoon Tea and Cakes in the Pavilion
Please contact Debbie on ppa@priorpark.co.uk
PPA GOLF DAY
Friday 3rd September 2010
- Venue: Bath Golf Club
Please contact Mike Stevens on
michael@stevensonline.org

CLASSES OF THE 50s REUNION

Saturday 18th September 2010
- Drinks reception in Mansion from 12.15pm,
Buffet lunch in Academy Hall plus a tour of
the College
- School and Old Boys’ Rugby matches to 		
watch and evening BBQ

For tickets and further details contact Patrick
Mason on patrickmason137@btinternet.com
and Andy Owen on andrew.owen@uwclub.net
OLD BOYS’ RUGBY plus
OLD GIRLS’ HOCKEY
Saturday 18th September 2010
- College Rugby first XV at home versus 		
Monkton Combe kick off 2.30pm
- Older Old Boys versus Younger Old Boys
kick off at 5.45pm Monument Field
Please contact Giles Pruett on
gpruett@priorpark.co.uk
- Old Girls’ Hockey match starts 5.45pm 		
Astro pitch

ASSOCIATION DINNER
AND PPA WEEKEND

Saturday 16th October 2010
- Guest of Honour His Eminence, Cardinal
Cormac Murphy-O’Connor, Archbishop
Emeritus of Westminster
- The evening will include the official 		
appointment of the new PPA President, 		
Simon Howell
- Reunion group tables - no requirement for
black tie – Tickets £33 (£22 if in F/T education)
Sunday 17th October 2010
- Mass at 11am
- Sunday lunch and AGM

Please contact Debbie on ppa@priorpark.co.uk
TEN YEAR REUNION
Saturday 27th November 2010
This year it’s the Class of 2000 co-ordinated
by Tula Penfold (now on PPC staff ), and
Jake Heather et al. Contact Tula on
t_penfold@hotmail.com and Jake on
jcbheather@googlemail.com

OLD BOYS’ HOCKEY plus
Please contact the organiser: Suzannah
OLD GIRLS’ NETBALL EVENT
Angelo-Sparling on samas33@hotmail.com or
Georgina Everitt on georginaeveritt@hotmail.com
and Giorgia Smith on giorgiasmith@live.co.uk Spring 2011
- Date to be confirmed
BBQ supper and bar – all welcome – players
Contact Debbie on ppa@priorpark.co.uk
and spectators alike
for more details
COLLEGE EVENTS
Former pupils are very welcome to attend
College events, including musical and dramatic
productions and details of these will be posted
on the PPA and College websites
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How to contact the PPA
We are always delighted to hear from
PPA members. Please get in touch with
the PPA Secretary, Debbie O’Bryan
e: ppa@priorpark.co.uk
t: 01225 835353 ext 244
(Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays during
term-time)
We can help you
– Locate old friends and former teachers
– Publish your news in The Gossip Bowl 		
magazine
– Log onto the PPA website and provide 		
your username/password details if you
have forgotten them
– Plan and advertise a reunion
Our website is accessed through the College
site www.priorparkschools.co.uk and then by
clicking on the College crest, then the tab for
Former Pupils and, on the PPA page, there is a
text link to the site. News of all PPA events and
more can be found on the website.
Where are you now?
Mailings have been returned from the following
PPA members. Can anybody help us trace them?
Niall Aston
Carl Chang
Steven Cockle
Arianrhod Edwards
Kieran Foley
Alexander Goldfinch
Sarah Gordon-Jones
David Hughes
Megan Humphreys
Teresa Isaacs
Sarah Jenkins
Thomas King
Frank Linares
Lee Mason
Dan McInnery
Patrick Meehan
Felix Padfield
Rebecca Simmons

Mark Stubbs
Lucy Taylor
Christopher Wilson

Editor – Debbie O’Bryan (ppa@priorpark.co.uk)
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